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Thirsty Terrace beer drinkers queued up in front of 
the Government Liquor Store Wednesday morning 
after hearing rumors of a beer delivery which proved 
hue when employees unloaded a truckload of Schlitz 
It's A0ase +of "In One End and Out the Other!" 
and Olympia. A total of 2,960 dozen cases were sold cans each, but it appeared that many were returning 
du'ring the day until just shortly before 4:30when the to the store for seconds. 
supply ran out. Customers were limited to two dozen Liquor store employees are uncertain when the next 
shipment will be in because of the lengthy beer strike 
still continuing in the province that shows no signs of 
being resolved. 
0UPWWarns of 
September Postal Strike 
O'FI'AWA (CP) - -  The Canadian Union of Postal Workers (CUPW) withdrew 
Wednesday from conciliation talks with the post office and warned that a national 
postal strike could be called as early as mid-septemoer. 
Jean.Claude Parrot, president of the 23,000-member union, announced the 
HEU Threatens to 0lose 
All 120 Hospitals in B0 
+VANCOUVEE (CP) -  A their pay increases, said 
Hospital Employees . Union Third. HLRA has ordered 
(HEU) spokesman said the hospitals it represents 
Tuesday there will he an  nottopayanyincreasesuntil 
industry.wide shutdown ff after the court hearing on 
the British Colombia Aug. 24, he said. 
At 0HE 
Trudeau Deplores the 
"Games Premiers Play" 
• .Trudeau, who attenued the exhibitlon's celebration of its 00th anniversary to 
open the federal government's pavilion, Our Canada--Chez Nous, also addressed 
Parrot said no bargaining would take place during the seven days although 
union officials would be available to clarify their position. • 
The conciliators then would write a repor, t. The union will be in a legal position 
to strike seven days after the report is given to the Public Service Staff Relations 
Board. 
4|  , ~ '  We re talkingat least a month before we acquire the right to strike, Parrot 
said. Although the conciliation board might set a foundation for a contract ~s~t- 
tiement, Parrot said it appoared a strike would be necessary. 
In a letter to conciliatioii board chairman Louis Courtemanche, Parrot said the 
talks are in a deadlock, the post office is not bargaining in good faith and the union 
has been ridiculed, 
The post office had made no counter proposals on major issues including 
technological change, use of casual labor, organization of work, gr ievance 
procedure and abuse of disciplinary power. 
" It  is therefore, impossible to hope to bring the parties together at this stage of 
conciliation and we cannot lead our members to believe that a settlement is 
possible between the parties under the circumstances," the letter said. 
• The last contract, settled following a 42-day postal strike in 975--the longest in 
the country's hitory---expired in June, 977. 
Supreme Court overturns a
binding contract award for 
the Issues of Inflation, government spending, economic growth and constitutional 
reform. 
• .He said there was a sense of emergency in inflation statistics released this 
HLRA spokesmen would 
not comment Tuesday on decision at a news conference where he accused the post office of bargaining de- 
lays aed attempts te cut away rights the inside workers already have. 20,.000 workers at 120 why they agreed to pay the 
hospitals in the province, wage increase at Mount St. week / ' . 
It is obvious that the employer. ,, will not be. prepared to negotiate until' we Bill Third said if the court Joseph. FlU,rex released by Statistics Canada show the 12-mouth Inflation rate in July a uire our right to strike, Parrot said in a prepared statement. , .  
c '~r ' re  going to ~ve a strike to get them to negotiate s riously," he told rules against the award, Rosemary Webber, the ".:.o,,, . . . . . .  , ,... #.A,,.o ~ . . . . . .  , i , , . l , ,u 
rmun~~ . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  ' . . . .  . "It ' eff~ctivel shut • :~ ~ ~ +.." . ..,Tru.de~u~s~id, e;.Iu!y eost~v~.~,;f lgures were diStresslagl~.~gh~.b~t~t80 ..... i 
. + . . +J ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. ..... :... ~.. +the mployees will go out. hospital s publle relations . . . . . . . . .  ~ • • + • . 
~ ...... .... ~flL~. .Y- . . . . . . .  coordinator .~ said. :..non- - .......... : . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  ..... + .... + ......... .-, ..... ...... . . . . . .  .. - • ~ 
• te~he~aiG i l ]~"  gne~/:efuse-d~o c mment ~ as~h~''let,0 ' a ~,wnmewhol*,-d,,,',~ '~,~ . - -~,-~,  ~,=/, ;-,  ~-.,:- ,A, pcreentbiltwa~duetotheeoe~of~oou. 
~id "'This ~mo"--~ s'~riou's n'~,,~"h~,~ h~,~,~'~ ~ ' ..Defending the an,l-inflation board", Trudeau.said wage-andprice ontrols were 
- - - -o  + v . .v  . .~ . - -  - -~v- -  o . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . heeablnet meeting but an aide disappointed.,' his infllal reaetmn was mat he was oeceiveo ... than the VGH.(Vancouver -bed private hospital, but introduced In October, 925, because of hlgh domestic Inflation, but that now 
Parrot made the announcement af er giving the conciliation board the required General Hospital) situation, nursing staff continued to "we've brought down inflationary pressures in Canada." 
seven-day notice to end conciliation which began almost a month ago. These We have 20,000 members work through the disruption. . .He said the board should not be faulted for high prices on the world market. 
private talks followed a record 32-days of public conciliation hearings, who have a stake in this." The demonstration ended Domestic inflation is being held at about six per cent and the government must 
NO TALKS HEU members held an when employees were told makesure it does not rise. 
hourlong sit-in Tuesday at HLRA had instructed the REDUCE EXPENDITURES 
Mount St. Joseph Hospital hospital Friday to pay a four- . .The government s ill aims to keep the economy's real growth rate at five per 
bere to protest achallenge of per-cent pay increase, cent and the cabinet is discussing sizable reductions in expenditures and con- 
arbitrator Allan Hope's July retroactive to Jan. 1. tinuing measures to encourage growth in theprivate sector, he said. 
28 award by the Health HLRA has petitioned the . .Trndeau sald he was sad to see what he descrlbed as the games played at the 
Labor Relations Association court for a declaration that premiers' conference, and he does not want to see the premiers "play Levesque's 
(HI,R), bargaining agents the July 28 award, the first game, falting lnto his trap of slowing everythlng down." 
for the hospitals. ++ under the Essential Services ,There are deadlines to be met because the people of Quebec must decide 
"We're not condonifig DisputosAct, is invalid and " 
these sit-ins, they are that it be set aside, whether they will remain In Confederation, Trndeau said, 
spontaneous--carried out by Third sat~ the mree-year . .He said investors are wary about putting their money Into a country with an 
tht. employees themselves," contract gave a four-per- uncertain future. 
Third said. cent wage increase in the . .Trndeau alsosaid his move to make the poet office a Crown corporation was not 
Thewalkoutattbehospitai first year retmactive to Jan. Intended as a maglc solution, but would glve manogement and labor a newstart 
ended when the ad- I, 1978, seven per cent in the in which they might renege on some of the hard-line positions they have taken in 
ministration agreed to pay a second year and a provision the past. 
four.per-cent wage increase to renegotiate wage in- . .He said a similar move by the British government 0 years ago brought the post 
included inthe contract, creases in the third year', office out of the red and lnto the blsck. 
MEMBERS DON'T KNOW Base rates for HEU am- ..OnthesubJectofunemployment, Tr deau sald young people who are too choosy 
Other HEU members do ployees average about $7 an will not get Job~. He added the cabinet is looking into ways of rooting out throe 
not know when they will get heur~ ' . who collect unemployment insurancebeneflts without honestly looking for work. 
LATEJEW  Andras Announoes $2.5 Billion Spending Outbacks 
. .OTTAWA (CP) - -  The government renewed its nexttwoyears, but said it will not ~:educe payments to ..Trudeau said the savings from cuts in present SAYS CUTS REAL 
pledge Wednesday to cut federal nnending during the senior citizens or war veterans, programs will be reailocated to help generate Jobs. . ."When I talk about cutting planned expenditures," 
• .Cost-cutting measures announced following a ..Andras listed examples of cuts that he said will Andras Said, "I  am not tatidng about wiping out 
cabinet meetingby Robert Andras, minister in charge extend through virtually every department and imaginary new programs, i am talldng about cutting 
of the treasury, total .5 billion. He promised a future agency, Including the possible limination of up to 5,- back on real programs and existing levels of service to 
announcement of further cuts that will bring the total 000 of the more than 300,000 civilian federal Jobs. the people of Canada." 
to at least $2.S hilliou in the period to March, 1980-- ..Housing, foreign aid, the CBC, the armed forces and ..But he added "we will not touch . . ,  payments and 
more'than the $2 billion promised by Prime Minister health ond welfare are among programs Hsted for cuts services to our senior citizens and veterans, and to 
Trudeau in an Aug. economic statement, in the flrst of a promlsed serles of announcements. ~ many unfortunate Canadians who are least able to 
protect themselves against inflation and economic 
• . ~. , hardship." ,
+ • . .The budget of the Canadian International 
Development Agency (CIDA), the main foreign-old 
agency, Is to be frozen at this year's St.0~ blIIlon, wlp- 
ing out 33 miltion in what 
Andras described as "previously-committed x- 
penditures." 
• .The CBC budget is to be frozen at  its current $522 
million, which Andras said would cut $71 mill ion off 
the planned future expenditures of the Crown cor- 
poration. 
..~entral Mortgage and Housing Corp. (CMHC), 
another Crown agency, will have 1388 million lopped 
off its budget during the next two years. The federal 
,musing agency's budget his year was $.3 billion. 
lteturning to Terrace for an overnight visit, Wed" Polio Update 
nesday, for the first time since he was stationed here 
with tKe Canadian Army in 1942, Bob Campbell above By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
of Box 208 Clinton, Ontario, found the town a little ~ ~ ~ , ,  ~ , ~ ~ ~  ~ . .,. ~ , .~  All available supplies of 
cha l~red- Te  a-c . ...................................... , • , + + polio vaccine in Ontarlo have 
~ ~ i + : + i ~ + * - , : + +  .... T ,~~~! '+:"  ;+~+'.++++ +* '+ " ' been re-routed into the e was then a hamiet of 315-320 people, with I ~ ., ~,,~ ......... . . . . . . . . . . . .  
hotel, a small drug and gift shop, a liquor store across ?~ ': :.~:~ " i " .. ,+ .... ~~ . . . . .  . . ~;+,+ southwestern Ontario area 
. . . . . .  ~. where six cases of polio have street from drug store, I general store on Kalum St., I ~ ,~.+~/'~ ..........  ' . ~+. +++ . ~. :+-./+...~,~+,; + .~ . . . .  +.+ ~:~:• .~.::,~.:~:~ • • • ' .. . . ,  ./- + .... 
hardware store, a station hotel and a '7 come 11" ~+~ ~ ~i + + -~, ~,.' ; ~::/~ +:: :~:~//u:~:~~~/~ .  '~ +i medicalbeen confirmed,health officeran 0ntartOsaid 
restaurant. ~ '~ .+ • ~?+~i!+: ? ~i~!+i I !!5+/~!~++i~ + -~'.-'i,ii*+++il ~ ++I !+~~+' /+ . . . .  " .... : */ + Wednesday. 
Accompanied by his camera-shy wife, Bob was + Dr. Michael Fisher of the 
heading for Prince Rupert and the ferry south, h Writers passing through Terrace in years past have discerning - and the future appears even brighte~'. HastlngsandPrineeEdward 
He would welcome heating from any oldtimers w o variously referred to eating places In Terrace as a Above, Manuel's new restaurant is rapidly taking Counties health unit said the 
might have lived here then. . , diner's disaster, a nutritional nightmate, a culinary shape, at the corner of Lazelle and Atwoed, GIm's new province has about 600,000 
Bob has pictures of the tent city Of Terrace, whicn catastrophe, - and worse During the last few years, restaurant is also nearing completion, und other doses of tetanus.polio and 
hold some 2,500 Canadian servicemen - some volun- all this has been rapiclly changing, as both the places to delight he gour/nard's palate are said to he straight polio vaccine 
tear - andothers reluctant ones. restauranteurs and the dining public have more m the planning stage, available. 
The health ministry is 
sending all supplies to the 
counties considered priority 
areas: Oxford, Middlesex, 
Lambton, Waterloo and 
Perth. Dr. Fisher said. 
In Toronto Wednesday a 
spokesman for Connaught 
Laboratortm, Canada's only 
source of polio vaccine, said 
Tuesday there is a shortage 
of monovalent Salk vaccine, 
the type of vaccine preferred 
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Oarter Preparing For Blood-Ourdling, Bone-Ohilling Oeoision 
WASHINGTON ((~P) --While transitory diplomatic 
tempests and White Hou~po~flcal blunders dora. ina.te 
the daily headlines, Premaent tartar ss preparing m 
relative obscurity to make one of the most crucial 
strategic decisions ever made by a peacetime 
president. 
The choice facing him is whether to abolish or 
radically Improve the U.S. land-based missile force, 
one of the three fotmddatlons ofWestern defence. The 
other members of the triad are strategic-missile 
submarines and strategic bombers.  
Apprehensive congressional groups na~,e called for 
a Carter statement on the issue by Sept. 30, warning 
that they will apply heavy pressurete force ac t ion . . .  
The basic problem is that the lana missue torte ot 
Titans and 1,000 minuteman missiles is becoming 
increasingly vulnerable to Soviet missiles. The pre- 
cise accuracy of the Soviet missiles is unknown and 
U.S. estimates of their accuracy are classified, but 
Pentagon analysts ay the Soviet missil~ can cer- 
tainly hit within 240 metres of their target. 
.~. 
Anti-Theft Paint 
VICTORIA ((~P) -- British Columbia Forest Products Ltd. 
Is testing a paint that has Its own fingerprint In efforts to cut 
down on theft. 
A company spokesman says everyfhlng from chaln saws to 
heavy Jackhammers and portable drllllng rlgs are belng 
marked wlth the crlme.flghflng palnt developed by Inter. 
natlonal Palnte (Canada) Ltd. 
BCFP representetlve George Lsmbert sald hls company 
and International have been worklng on the palnt for more 
than a year. A pllot project to test the palnt In the fleld was 
lauhched a few months ago. 
Lambert sald the new palm contelns tram elements of rare 
metals whlch can be read through spectro.analysls, pro- 
vldlng foolproof Identlflcetlon of recovered stolen property. 
Lambert sald the palnt offers the same concluslve 
evidence as a flngerprlnt left at the scene of a crlme. 
"I f  a plece of equipment Is recovered, pollce chlp off some 
paint and send It to the Internetlonal Palnt lab for analysis," 
he sald. "They have some people there who can prove that 
It's definitely BCFP palnt, and who are prepared to make 
court appearances." 
The company has not yet had a test case. 
THEFTS INCREASE 
Lambert said the prelect was launched because of in- 
creasing theft of company property by employees and out- 
siders. He did not have figures but said large amounts were. 
Involved. 
Lambert said that equipment left In the bush by loggers Is 
often stolen. 
"People come in and pick things up like chain saws and 
walk off with them. No matter how carefully you try to hide 
equipment, they .find it. 
Lambert said the fast.drying fingerprint paint can be 
applied to lust about any surface, and slated for the marking 
brush ere fires, betterles, power tools, hand tools, logging 
equipment and even logs. 
He said the paint can always be removed by the thief "but 
it takes a bit of work to get It off." 
"What we're really hoping Is that people both In and out- 
side the comnanv will see It and think twice." 
Stook Market Jumps 
TORONTO (CP) -- The Toronto stock market :recorded its 
sharpest advance In eight months at the Close' 0f~acflve 
trading Wednesday. ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~"  ' "  " . . . . . .  
The TSE 300 Index gained 10.13 to 1,234.63, highest since 
March of 1974. 
Rising energy Issues and a seven.polnt lump at New York 
spurred the advance. 
The total volume was 4.74 million compared with 3.70 mil- 
lion shares Tuesday. 
Net change +10.13 
Close 1234.63 
6M Iteoalb Truoks 
DETROIT (AP) -- General Motors Corp. Wednesday an- 
nounced • recall Involving 238,.0G0 Chevrolet and GMC 1978 
model pickup trucks. 
The trucks are equipped with a frame.mounted, spare tire 
carrier which could become loose and fall off If the truck Is 
backed Into something. 
The company ~ld In n statement hat a nut on a support 
bolt could crack on Impact. There have been two non-Injury 
accidents reported because of the defect, GM said. 
Owners will be notified and a new support bolt and nut in- 
stalled at no charge fo owners, the company said. 
I n  the fiscal year 1979 defense statement, defenc~ 
secretary Harold Brown said that all of the SS-17, SS- 
18 ~ind SS-19 missiles being deployed in the Soviet 
Union have a "high singleshot kill probability" 
against even the recently.hardened U.S missile silos. 
STRIKE FIRST 
With anticipated improvements in the Soviet missile 
force, that means the Soviet Union will have a first- 
strike capability against U.S. missiles by about 1983, 
making it possible for a Soviet missile salvo to el- 
feetlvely destroy_ the landbased missile deterrent. 
The harmful effects of such a first-strike capability 
would not come solely in the unlikely event of Soviet' 
nuclear aggression, i 
The first-strike Soviet capability would be a potent 
diplomatic weaponin future confrontations and would 
influence foreign perceptions of U.S. and Soviet 
strength. 
The complete vulnerability of the missile silos could 
also lead a future u.s. government to adopt the 
"launch under attack" doctrine that has until now 
been carefully avoided. 
fire that severely damaged the newspaper's building. 
Craig Mclnnes, editor of the newspaper published here 
three times a week, said the fire Tuesday afternoon started 
behind the wooden building, spread quickly up the back of the 
building and gutted the top floor containing the paper's edi- 
torial offices. The ground floor, containing type.setting 
equlpment, was flooded by water used to extinguish the 
blaze. 
The cause of the fire Is not known end no dollar figure Is 
available for the loss, Mclnnes said. 
Mclnnes sald the staff, which was In the final stages of put. 
ting Wednesday's edition together, left the bulldlng qulokly 
and no one was Inlured. 
Current dec/fine is for the land-baaed missiles to 
"ride out" an attack, allowing the president to make a 
more considered ecision onbow and whether to 
retaliate. • The alternative, to launch the missiles 
before they could be destroyed, assures a devastating 
strike on the Soviet Union--evan if the detected Soviet 
attack turns out to be radar malfunction. 
One school of thought holds that the United States 
could simply do without its land-based missile force, 
relying instead on strategic missile submarines and 
strategic bombers as a deterrent. 
Such an approach, however, would mean possible 
disaster if satellite detection of the submarines i  ever 
developed. Their immunity from attack would vanish, 
leaving them as easily destroyed ina first atrikq~s the 
fixed silos. Most of the bombers would also be caught 
on the ground. 
The solution being suggested to Carter would in- 
volve various means of making the landbased missiles 
mobile, at a staggering cost of $40 billion, so that the 
Soviet Union would never be certain of the precise 
location of most, of them. 
Joe Clark Attaoks DR|E 
Charlottetown 
Federal opposition leader 
Joe Clark said Wednesday 
that a Progressive Con- 
servative government. He said the federal Liberal 
electedwhen Prime Minister government has ln- 
Trudeau "gets the courage ci'easingly . concentrated 
to call a general election" power in Ottawa during the 
would change the federal last 10 years, moving into 
areas where the 'provinces, 
system to give the provinces private enterprise, and 
more say in running their volunteers could do the job 
own affairs. 
• "People here know better better. 
how to run Prince Edward Clark, on a three-day 
Island than some guy witha Atlantic tour, said them has 
PhD and a computer, in to be a strong central 
(CP) -- Ottawa", he told a luncheon government, but in a vast wimt hey want is better for 
for about 150 enthusiastic country such as Canada, P.E.l.ratherthantbepeeple 
party workers. , "diversity is not a danger." 
"The federal system can 
allow for "the regions and 
provinces to be trusted" in 
running their own affairs. 
NEED BALANCE 
• "We have to recognize the 
need for balance and let the 
regions do the things they do 
best," he said. 
He eritielsed the depart- 
ment of regional economic 
expansion (DREE), saying 
people in Ottawa "assume 
who live here." 
Clark said Unemployment 
had increased fourfold in the 
Atlantic region in the last 10 
years-- "You are going 
backwards." 
And in the last four years, 
$t.5 billion in investment or 
potential investment "had 
packed up and moved out or 
just didn't come because of 
the lack of a climate of trust 
in Canada," he said. 
Senators Fight TO Save i)hamber 
OTTAWA (CP) --  After recelvln~ clearance trom Buck- 
Ingham Palace, the federal government Issued a statement 
Wednesday shying Queen Elizabeth approves the highly- 
criticized rewording of her role as outlined in Prime Minister 
Trudeau's constitutional proposals. 
The statement was read to a Senate.Commons committee 
studying the proposals by Marc Lalonde, federal.provlnclal 
relatloos minister. 
senators scoffed at the statement, saying the Queen had 
glvon her approval only after advice from her Canadian mln- 
Isters. Constitutionally, the Queen has Iiflle choice but to 
agree with what her ministers advise. 
Since the coostltutlonal proposals were tabled In Parlla. 
ment In June, Liberal, Progressive Conservative and New 
Democratic Party politicians In Ottawa and the prov|r~¢es 
have condemned thegovernment for trying to tinker with the 
monarch's role. 
Lalonde maintains the government wants no change In the 
• After the government formulated Its proposals, former 
iustlce minister Run Basford visited the Queen on June 15 at 
Eucklngham Palace to show her the recommendations. Five 
days later, the Queen notified Trudeau of her approval. 
Despite the assurances given by the government, Liberal 
senators continued to oppose what they perceive as a 
diminished role tor the Queen. 
They said the proposals would replace the Queen with the 
/Governor.General s'. one of the three components of Parlia- 
ment. The other two are the Senate and Commons. 
The Queen would also be replaced by the Governor- 
General as commander-ln-chlef of the armed forces. 
The power of the government would no longer be con. 
sidered vested in the Queen but In the Governor.General. 
During special Senate committee hearings held before the 
joint committee began, senators said the proposed changes 
suggest republicanism end that Trudeau appears to want the 
Governor-General to replace the Queen as the head of state. 
Queen's role but merely wants to reword the outline of the LEADS ATTACK 
functions ot the monarch and Governor,Generot now .¢on-~ .... I~iberal Senator Sidney Buckwold from Saskatchewan led 
teleed in the British t~orth America (BNA)Act of 1867. • '~ th(~ ,~itack by senatow's on'.Wednesday. There also are pro. 
:.Hts stetement said: • "The~.prlme rn'ln.lste;".~reCelVed'f~om ~'~ :pos'a(s.',h)~ab~oilsh the Senate, enshrine a charter Of humaq 
the private secretary to the Queen, dated June 20, a letter rights in the constitution and give greater equality to the 
Indicating that Her Majesty was content wlth the proposec~ 
change In the royal style and titles and was satisfied that the 
proposals would not alter the essential relationship of the 
Crown to Canada. 
"The prime minister received a similar Intimation from 
the Queen personally during the audience she gave• him In 
Edmonton on Aug. 5." 
Trudeau told the Queen last October, during her visit to Ot- 
tawa, that the government planned to Introduce con- 
stitutlonJ;I proposals possibly affecting the Crown's 
relatlonehlp to Canada, Lalonde said. 
"Heexplalned the Importance thata renewal of our federal 
system could have In relation to meeting the campaign of the 
government of Quebec to persuade the people of Quebec to 
vote for separation of that province from Canada." 
French and English languages. 
The government's desire to transform the Senate Into a 
House of the Federation, with half Its members provincially. 
appointed, would result In a chamber ot horrors, the former 
Sasketoon mayor said. 
A Progressive Conservative senator from Quebec, Martial 
Asselln, said the constitutional proposals, contrary to 
Lalonde's thinking, will do nothing to make Quebecers feel 
bappler within Confederation. 
Several senators and MPs castigated the government for 
pushing ahead with constitutional changes before the Task 
Force on Canadian Unity has reported. 
The work of the study group and the money It spent are 
wasted, said Perrin Beatty, Progressive Conssrvetlve Mere. 
bar of Parliament for Welllngton.Grey-Dufforln Waterloo. 
'Born Innooent' Oase Dismissed 
Many Questions Still Unanswered 
WASHINGTON (CP) -- If it wasn't the ;,cene in 
"Hot  Of f  The  Press" The dismissal last week of Born Innocent which 
the Born Innocent damage graphically portrayed the 
At News of the North . . , ,  against the NBC rapeefaglrlbythrseorfour television etwork provides others using the handle of n 
few answers to the complex plumber's haiper-a type of 
YELLOWKNIFE, N.W.T. (CP) -- News of the North and disturbing questions attsck considered by human 
about the effects of TV sexuality experts to be fairly 
Wednesday published a frontpage story and pictures about a violence on viewers, rare--what was it? 
CREATES RISK 
The child's lawyer, Marvin 
Lewis, accused NBC of 
negligence and recklessness 
for what he termed the 
forseeable result of the 
broadcast which, aired in 
family viewlng time, 
"created an undue risk of 
harm"  for the child and 
perhaps for others. 
For NBC, the main job was 
to show that television 
drama is protected by the 
U.S. Constitution's First 
Amendment, which allows 
for freedom of expression. 
• NBC warned, probably 
correctly, that if it is not, any 
violent scene in future 
television shows, movies, 
books, newspapers or other 
media might be held ac- 
countable for real-life crime 
committed using similar 
methods. 
The judge in the ease ruled 
that Lewis would have to 
prove that the film incited 
the attack on the girl. And, 
following the lead of the U.S.. 
Supreme Court, he in- 
terpreted incitement of a 
crime to mean advocacy ofa 
crime. 
Such a task, Lewis con- 
ceded, was impossible, He 
plans to appeal, 
In using the 2~ minute 
rape scene, NBC says its 
intention was to cause 
revulsion and condemnation 
of such acts-exaeily the 
opposite of the, effect the 
child's family and lawyer al- 
lege. 
The tragedy of the ease ap- 
pears to be, however, that if 
the child's attackers did in 
fact get the idea from the 
television show, then the 
intentions ofthe network are 
meaningless. 
Shortly before a San Fran. 
cisco Judge threw out the $11- 
million suit, NBC lawyers 
assured him that the 1974 
television drama did not 
incite the grisly rape of a 
nine-year.old girl Just four 
days after Born Innocent 
was screened. 
The Jury never got a 
change to declds what did 
cause the attack, since NBC 
persuaded the Judge to 
dismiss the case on con. 
stitutlonal IFotmds. 
But the question of 
motive-- what prompted 
four children to pin the nine. 
year-old down on a sand 
dune and rt,~ her with a 
beer bottle-likely will 
persist, analysts ay. 
Earnin| Orop 
White Pass-Yukon Fires Nine 
Stewart instead of using 
White Pass-Yukon. 
News of the dismissals 
came as the company an- 
ueunced a first-half loss of 
$49,000 or 12 cents a share 
compared with a profit of 
$597,000 or22 cents a share in 
the corresponding period 
last year. 
The company blamed poor 
results in Yukon and Alaska 
trucking operations com- 
bined with high maintenance 
costs of locomotive and track' 
in its rail operations. 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
White Pass and Yukon Corp. 
announced Tuesday that it 
has dismissed nine senior 
executives in a major 
reerganizational shuffle. 
The integrated tran- 
spertallon company, which 
has been experiencing 
f inancial  diff icult ies 
declined to name the em- 
ployees dro~ped. 
R. A. Hubber-Richard, 
company chairman, said in 
an interview the 
reorginizatlon in the Van- 
couver office wasprompted 
by a significant decline in 
revenue idue to the luss of 
CaiSlJt~" Asbestos Corp. 
tonnage ~hd by the decision 
to locate the company's 
senior operating managers 
in Whitehorse. Yukon. 
Last Quarrel 
Cussiar closed its Clinton 
Creek, Yukon, mine earlier 
this year and said it would 
ship asbestos from its other 
mine in northern British 
Columbia through the port of 
LAGRANGE HIGHLANDS, III. (AP} -- Police said a 
newlydlvorced couple apparently engaged In a final fight 
that left blood spattered from room to room In their home and 
ended In murder end suicide. 
A policeman, celled to Investigate late Tuesday, said he 
looked Into the front window of the home belonging to 
William and Suzenne Oonnelly and saw their four.year-old 
daughter, Brandte, "stsndlng In the blood In the living room 
trying to wake her mother." 
Mrs. Donnelly, 2e, had been stabbed 11 times In the abdo. 
men, five times In the threat and once In the chest. A kitchen 
knife and three table forks were found next to the bed/, police 
said. 
Dennelly, 33, was found In an adjacent garage, his head 
placed under the exhaust pipe ot n car with the engine still 
running. Police said he had cuts on his wrlste and had appar- 
ently tried to slash them. 
Authorities aid every room In the suburban home west of 
Chlmgo was covered with blood and that a partial barricade 
of furniture had been put up In the hallway. They speculated 
that the couple fought each other throughout he dwelling. 
The daughter was unharmed. 
Neighbors enid the Donnellys quarrelled frequently and 
police recently had been called to the home to halt a 
disturbance. They said after th~ divorce Donnelly stayed on 
until an apartment he had rented could be prepored. 
If the attackers watched 
Born Innocent--something 
which has not been deter- 
mined-it might he perfectly 
reasonable to assume that 
the fictional presentation 
served as at least he basis of 
the idea behind the rcal-life 
crime. 
Analysts predict hat if the 
ease is'appealed, NBC will 
probably be cleared of 
responsibility for the brutal 
attack of the child. 
/ 
One problem with that is Sheer cost, $40 billion Plied 
on top of the $40-billion Cruise program and the $25- 
billion Trident submarine program. 
Still, there is much to be said for medemizing the 
land misile system to maintain the credibility of each 
part of the triad and to preserve an option that could 
he essential in the future, i 
The bomber force was once on the point of being 
comidered useless, but developments in electronic 
warfare and Cruise missile technology have made it 
again a real threat. And, if exotic weapons like 
charged particle beams are developed to destroy 
missiles, the bomber force could again be the primary 
strategic deterrent. 
Similarly, the land-based missiles may well be 
worth keeping. 
, In the strange world of nuclear deterrence, where the 
unthinkable is routinely thought, spending $40 billion 
to keep an option open can make sense; 
And that ver~ fact is a compelling argument for 
vigorous pursmt'of nuclear disarmament. 
Fulton Attaoks Gov't 
Mr. Jim Fulton,. federal facilities and landaonping; 
NDP candidate in Skeena in every business wouidbeneflt 
a press release received from new creative energy 
today says: and every farm has a 
Recent announcements by potential for labour." 
the Conference Beard of 'qncreasing the production 
Canada indicate that of goods and services 
unemployment will continue through long-term planning 
to rise. Nearly half of the and job creation, must 
Jobless in Canada am bet- 'become our national 
wean the ages of 15 and 24. priority,', continued Fulton. 
These young people must 
rely to an ever greater ex- "Last week we heard the 
tent on their famili~ for Prime Minister apol~ize for 
financial support, ten years of poor govern- 
"There are jobs for these ment. The facts however are 
young people on municipal clear, Canada needs a 
projects, in business and in government dedicated to 
rural areas if the govern- long-term solution, short 
nent would take the time to term budgets, after all, 
)fan," said Fulton. "Every apologies don't buy. 
town needs recreation groceries ar raise families." 
"Death Be Ilot Proud" 
DEDHAM, Mass. (AP) -- 
A judge ruled today that.a 
comatose 12-year-old boy 
must remain connected to 
life-support equipment 
despite a petition from his 
father to unplug him. 
Norfolk County Probate 
Judge Jeremiah Sullivan 
said evidence Janet con- 
elusive that the braIn of 
Louis Stone is dead. The boy 
has been in a coma since 
July 2 when struck in the 
heart by a BB gun pellet 
accidentally shot by his 
father...,Theboy.~is at God L 
dard Memorial Hospital,in 
Stoughten, Mass. ~. ;,.. ..... 
The father, Neville Stone, 
49, said Monday he wanted 
the boy removed from 
devices keeping hfm 
breathing. He switched from 
testimony July 26 in which he 
had pleaded with the judge to 
keep the boy on a respirator. 
"A vegetable," Stone said, 
"I can't live with seeing him 
like that." 
Myra Stone, Leuis's 
mother, had said she wanted 
her son to remain on the 
.equipment. 
Dr.  Milton Brougham, 
chief surgeon at Carney, 
Hmpitai, tmtifying,.|ar the 
parents, aid some of Loula's 
reflexes still persist-and the 
hey has not sustained total 
brain dqath. 
Oanadian Dollar Up 
MONTKEAL (CP) - -  U.S. was down 19-50 ~t $2.2463. 
dollar in terms of Canadian In New York, the Canadian 
funds at 3:30 p.m. EDT dollar was up 7-100 at $0.6784 
Wednesday was down 9-100 and pound sterling was down 
at $1.1384. Pound sterling 7.20 at 81.9715. 
in  
Oortified Ooaohos: 
...to teach new bowlers: individual or teams 
...to help old bowlers improve their game 
Aug. 22- Sept. 5 
14 p.m. & 7-11 p.m. 
(Bowling alley open for casual 
bowling or lessons.) 
Phone 636-6911 or Phone 636-9406 
for more information 
I 
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Job opportunities 
..Further d¢mlls on the 
following lobs are to be 
obtained by calling the 
Terrace office of the Canada 
Employment Centre at 635. 
7134. 
Vocational instructor- 1,727 
- .2,239 me. To instruct 
students all theory & repair 
of diesel engines 5 months 
appointment. Terrace. 
IEqruit & Vegetable Salesman 
- 10 percent commission. 
Terrace. Required to drive 
one ton truck, must he 
bondable, & do'  own 
boukkeep~. 
Walter-Wnltrees - $3.00 hr. 
Terrace. Must he mature 
and responsible. 
BOOKKEEPING IN- 
StRUCtOR - ,9.oo hour.  
Terrace. Must he thoroughly 
canversant with all aspects 
of bookkeeping & able to 
work independently " - -  
communicate .  
Computer Operator- 
DOE. Terrace. Must be 
able to work Sat. and Sun. 
Some experience r qui~l. - 
IBM. .  
Stenographer - ~ - 
DOE. Terrace. Legal ex- 
per ience  pre fer red ,  
Minimum 2 years office, 50 
w.mp. typing & dictaphone. 
Welder Combination 
Union. 5 yra ex- 
perience. Will be working en 
heavy equipment. . 
hmtmctors - $9.00 hour. 
Terrace. Instructors for 
specific topics in home skills 
(tuelude~handyman) Arts & 
Crafts, Academic, 
Vocaqoual, General interest 
and self help. 
Teller- ~,oo0 per annum. 
Terrace. Must have teller or 
cash related~ experience. 
Teacher of Hearing - lm- 
~ ired. Neg. Terrace. Must B.C. Certified. 
Registered Nurse - $1124 
mmth. Turraee. Care of 
patients in ICU maintenance 
of equipment. Responsible 
to head nurse. Shift work 8 
percent VP. Room and 
.~oard mvidod at cOSt. ~=' : 
Terrace. To process civil & 
criminal documents, answer 
enquiries etc. 
Head Cook - $1,100 - $1,300 
~ r month. Terrace. Must experienced. Days and 
hours vary. 
Babysitter - $7.00 per day. 
Terrace. To babysit for 18 
month oM child. To babysit 
in your own home. 
TEACHER-  Negotiable. 
Turrac~lnkui. Grade 6 & 7. 
Tramportatlon Included in 
salary. 1 Years probation 
HEAD LIFE GUARD - 6.25 
hour. Stewart. Must have 
bronze medal, must have 
national life saving award or 
equivalent. 
TYPING INSTRUCTOR 
~.OO hr. Terrace. Must be 
fully able to teach typing at 
level of basic typing, in- 
termediate oradvance. 
CLERICAL INSTRUCTOR - 
$8.00 hr. Terrace. To teach a
clerical "refresher" course. 
Must have thorongh 
knowledge of clerical field. 
Journal Clerk Cuslder - $675 
me. Neg0taible. Terrace. 
Must have 40-45 typing 
prefer financial background. 
Computer Operator- $850- 
$1200 me. DOE. Terrace. 
Permanent fulltime. Must 
be experienced on IBM 
System 32 -.Must he IBM 
trained. Operate 3741 
Keypunch. 
Baker - ~.00 per hour to 
start Terraca. Permanent 
full time. Must have ~-  
~rlmca. 
DINING ROOM WAITRESS 
- $8.50-$4.00 D.O.E. Terrace. 
Night shift. Prefer ex- 
perience. 
Babys i t te r -  $8.00 Day 
Negotiable. Terrace. Care 
for 1 - (9 month old) Babysit 
in you own home. 
P lumber -  Union Rate. 
Terrace. Must be Jour- 
neyman & have residential- 
commercial experience. 
SECRETARY'- STENo - 
D.O,E. Terrace. Must have 
• 2-3 years minimum office 
related business experience. 
50 wpm minimum, high 
degree of accuracy, dlc- 
tap~one or shorthand. 
WAITER or WAITRESS - 
$4.58 per hour. Terrace. 
Permanent full-time. Mast 
he 19 years of age. Must be 
experienced and have a neat 
eppearance. Must be mature 
and responsible. 
Cook - 4.00 Hr. Terrace. Shift 
work .  Exper ienced  in 
complete  mea ls  & shor t  
order & banquets. 
SHEET METAL WORKER - 
Union., Terrace. Must ,be 
journeyman or ~equivalent 
First Aid Aitondent- 8,91 Hr. 
Terrace. B ticket or hatter. 
Camp job, Free B'& R. 
Head Cook - $6.00 per hour, 
Terrace. Permanent full 
time. Must be fully ex- 
perienced and familiar with 
food costing, staff super- 
vision. References required. 
CLAIMS STENOGRAPHER 
- $1,014.36 per month. Mast 
have Gr. 12, must have 60 
wpm dictatypiag & adding 
machine experience. Prefer 
office exper ience& 
knowledge Of Medical ter- 
minolngy. 
Pipeline camp. 
denies U.S. suit 
jeaigary )cp) _ by international treaty 
FKOOTHILLS Pipe Lines 
(Yukon) Ltd. today denied a 
Vancouver report that it 
intended to sue the United 
States government for an. 
specified damages ff ap 
woval of the $1'.5-bllllon 
Alaska highway natural gas 
p4pellne is withheld. 
Dimme Narvik, Foothills 
senior vice-president and 
responsible for public 
relations, said remarks 
attributed to her had "been 
taken out of context." 
The Vancouver reports 
to 
carry through with the 
project. 
Failure to do so would give 
Foothills end its U.S. iartner, 
Northwest Pipeline Corp. of 
Salt Lake City, Utah, the 
right to claim danages from 
the government that breaks 
the treaty. 
"We've always taken the 
position that the agreement 
is binding on beth govern- 
manta," the Vancouver story 
quoted her saying. 
The 7,520-k i lometre 
pipeline project now is 
between six mouths and 
quoted Mrs. Narvik saying eight months behind 
the Canadian and. U.S. schedule, due mainly to 
governments are both bound delays, in the U.S, 
Radio mgr. dies 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. discovered he had cancer. 
(CP)  - -  Don Prentice, He was 34. 
general manager of radio Prentice came here in 1968 
slaflun CJCI and Prince and worked as a disc jockey 
George itlsen of the year in for radio station CKPG for 
1976, died in hospital today, three years. He moved to 
two weeks after it was CJCI in 1971. 
SUSAN ELIZABETH BLACKHALL Island, the Interior and to the Queen 
and Walter Douglas Thorne were wed Charlotte Islands, they will make 
recently in Westview United Church their home in Kitimat where both will 
After a wedding trip to Vancouver be teaching. 
l timat teachers wed 
J. Powell IlJver 
Story andphoto reprinted from Pewee River News 
Susan Elizabeth Blackhall; eldest 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. Bin'ckhall of 
Powell River, married Walter Douglas 
Thorne, son of Mr. and Mrs. Francis 
Theme of Sooke, B.C., un July 15. 
Elsie Rosenburg officiated at the 
double-ring evening ceremony in West- 
view United Church, which was decorated 
with baskets of blue hydrangea and white 
daisies, flanked by bise eamnes. A three- 
tiered wedding cake, made by the bride's 
mother and decorated in blue and white by 
Joan Shamming, wan un a separate table 
flanked by white candles. 
Pater Bladdmll, uncle of the bride, 
proposed a tout  to Susan. 
The mothor of the Iwide Wore a pale 
orange floral gown with a matching sheer 
daisies, with pots of organge chrysan- coat. Her corsage was of wldto carnations 
themums. Margaret Fergu~n was the with an orange rosebud. The motber of the 
• organist and Connie Gruntman sang groom wore a beige and brown floral 
"Morning Has Broken". Jack Blarldwll 
gave his daughter away in marriage. 
Jeff Hawker was best man and the 
ushers were Briane Thorne, brother of the 
groom, and John Blackball, brother of the 
gown, witha corsage of white camalie~ 
and an orange resebu& 
Kim Thorne, the ~om's  sister, was in 
charge of the guest book and ,'Daybreak" 
supplied music for the reception. 
The bride were an ell.white pant-suit 
Denies death due 
to nursing crisis 
bride. Tuesday to appeal provisions baron, said in an interview 
The bride wore a gown of white chiff-- with brewn aceeeaoriea to begin a wedding which would have released from Washington, D.C.,.that Centre 
trip to Vancouver lalaml, the Interior and him on $100,OO0 bail. van Pfetten was involved in a 
over taffeta, gathered into an empire the Queen Charlottes. Van Pfettea, who is not Denver eal estate projeot at 
waist. The sweetheart neckline was Out-of-town guests Included Mrs P well known by his neighbors the time of his arrest. 
trimmed in lace and l i ly  point cuffs m. .~,~oU- , ' - ,~=~, ,*~tbebf lda  W~ in Vancouver's affluent He said Jose Font, l ' l l~d~'~kTd[~.~ 
Ol .~ l~ lka l l  Um n~l  I t lN  ID~I~ 1111~4t.l~ll' . o i lau~l i |woo3x imu~-~,uuu i 'v  ~ I e t f Fo.ntile Cur complimented.the long sleeves; Susan's . . . . . .  , a . . . . . . . .  , ~. . . . .  i. . . . . .  a;.,.~, . .a .^t " 
knee length veil fell from a cap of studded..,,-.,.~.-o, ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~--. - . . - - - . - - -  . . . . . . . .  ,h,,. ~,,~,~ ,.~o;,,,,,, ~nf- the, para~i~n ..L~,, :of ~.Vancouvelr . . . . . .  ~h e"~ *"~ :", f 
Tra~ H~,  Judy l-lindle ~ Ken~,~ .: ..W'e~ Ge~.m~n..~,eonsulate is also involved in the dea. ,,¢fill~,,ob~ natng. 
pearls. ~': ,-.~ : , ~, " : '  "~ * ~ :':~ ~ all of Vancouver; Mr. and Mrs. l)avm here, was arrested in Denver But the baron's business Centre has been closed for 
She carried a eascudlng bouquet of blue Therne, and Mr. and Mrs. Cbarles'rhorno Thursday while on a operations remain secret. August, but will be openlng 
carnations and white daisies, the maid of of Delta; Mr. and Mrs. Prancls 'rhorl~ business trip. Members of yon Pfctten's thefirs~week In September 
honor carried a similar bouquet and the and Kim and Pat of Sooke, B.C.; Mr. and The fraud was allegedly family and business in Its new location. 
attendants carried yellow carnations and Mrs. John Tl~'ne, Br inno~,  Mr. and committed 13 years ago and associates refuse to cam- The centre recently 
white daisies. Mrs. Allan Jones, Barbara Jones, Mr. and involved $I million, meat on details of his deal- moved from its old building 
Themaidof honor was Janet Bineklmll, Mrs. Inn Bm~e, Mr. and Mrs. Sims and An official in the U.S. lags. on fhe corner of Kalum and 
sister of the bride, and she wore a pale Mr. aud Mrs. New, all of Victork; Mr.aml attorney-general depart- Taylor said he has been Olson Into a municipal 
ment's Colorado ffice said frustrated in representing building at 45d2 Park 
blue floral gown. The sister of the groom, Mrs. Ken Calkghan, Mr. and Mrs. Bill the 5-jpndz'o appeal the bail van Pfetten because details Avenue. 
"Pat Theme, and JuUe Ann Garfish were Miskeily, Mr. and Mrs. Mike Todd, Jim provisions came from of the charges the baron A donation draw was 
the bridesmaids and they also wore pale Theme and Lynn McNeil, of Kitinmt; Washington, D.C. faces in West Germany have held last month to raise 
green floral gowns. The attendants all JuUe Aun Gurriah of Cranbreok, Grant In Washington, JusticeDe- not been released, money for the facility and 
wore white daisies in their hair. Laird of Ferule; Walter Theme of Bar- partment spokesman Bob $79 was realized. 
The recapUon was held in the Pow Wow nett; Jeff Hawker of Tclkwa; Mr. and Stevenson said his depart- Anne Crouch was the 
Rsom at the Beach Gardens, where guests Mrs. Hawryluk of Beaver Cove; and Mr. mentlsalZ)enlingthehailin "There are men who are winner of a band-made 
were served a buffet dirmer. Bud vasos of mdMrs. Laurie Todd of SecheiL happy without knowing it." baby qullt made by Nancy Vauvenargues Van Herk. 
carnations and baby's breath were placed Susan and Walter plan to make tholr G 
on each table and the bridal table was home in Kitimat, where they will both be _ a s  u p  
decaratedwlthhouquetso~blueandwhlto teaching. 2 per cent  
P well River plane crash 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  McDonald have anything to there's ome kind of trouble 
Coroner Glen McDonald was de with the present nursing (at VGH)." 
irresponsible in his cam- crisis. McDonald made the state- 
ments on the three unnatural "And I feel he (McDonald) ment Thursday when he an- 
deaths at Vancouver was irresponsible in the nounced that inquests have 
General Hospital before statements he made in ad- been called to investlgate he 
completing his investigation, vance of his review," the nature of the VGH deaths 
Health Minister Bob Me- minister said. and to determine whether 
Cleliand said Tuesday. Hesaid he was referring to the current nurse staffing 
McClelland said ha does McDonald's comment hat problems played any part in 
not believe the recent deaths "you'd have to be deaf, them. 
disclosed Thursday b.v dumb and blind not to know McDonald also said Friday 
that the lack of staffing at 
: the hospital is evident and Bennett want must bo corrected if a high : :' 8 standard ofpatient care is to 
:'/ he maintained. 
'~.:~ " HAS NO COMMENT fed election MoC,~,,ao~ would not • comment as to whether the 
statements would constitute 
KELOWNA. B.C. (CP) - -  '"There can he no instant gronnde for ordering another 
The indecision over whether economic miracle," he said. coroner to hear the inquests. 
there should be a federal "But there will have to he a McDonald is B.C.'s chief 
alectien is compounding the term of responsibility." coroner. 
uncertainty over Canada's Bennett said he has been McDonald said later 
economic future, Premier told by a number of foreign Tuesday that he will proceed 
Bill Bennett said today, businessmen that the only with the inquests. 
Bennett old a news con- places in North America "I have no further com- 
feronca that he feels Prime they would consider in- ments to make," he said. 
Minister Trudeau should call vesting in right now are the "He (McClelInnd) is the 
an election arid clear the air United States, Alberta and minister of health and I have 
so the people will know that British Columbia. my sworn duty to perform." 
the government in power has The fact that they consider The first inquest, set for 
a clear mandate. Alberto and B.C. with such Aug. 23, will investigate he 
Because of the uncertainty optimism even though they death July 18 of BaP~t Lake, 
in the economy, Canadians are part of Canada as a 39, of Vancouver, who suf- 
don't need the added an. whole, he said, "should give fered frommultipleselerosis 
certainty of speculation over pause for thought." and apparently died of self. 
an election, he said. It should also prompt inflicted razor blade wounds 
The premier said it will Ottawa to give more serious to the abdomen. An inquest 
ta!:~severalyears to sort out consideration to the will be held Aug. 29 into the 
Canada's economic economic proposals of the deathofDannyBarnes,26,of 
problems, western provinces, he said. Burnaby, an epileptic who 
drowned while taking an 
unsupervised bath at the 
V~U[[ I~O ~LVC~[T~- - - - - - " ' - - r  **I,._....-.--LjlUj[..IL) I !1"  hospital July 7. An inquest Sept. 13 wii; look into the 
death July t5 of Gertrude 
jailed for'fraud o, who died while being ad- 
• ministered anesthesia for a 
VANCOUVER. (CP) --  conjunction with the at- bunion operation. 
Hermann van Pfettan, 46, a torney-general's office in Three VGH senior nurses 
Vancouver man arrested as Denver. fired June I will be buck on 
a West German baron DECLINES COMMENT the job by Thursday with full 
wanted for stock fraud in Stevenson declined to retroactive pay and no 
that country will remainln a comment on why the conditions attached, their 
Donverjai~untilotleastnext depa,-tments are appealing lawyer said, 
week. bail. 
The United States Vancouver lawyer John ~Y l ln ( l l 'mm'e- -Teng 
government has until Taylor, representing the 
VANCOUVER(CP)- An Poweli River hospital for forced the plane to land at Gas Co. Ltd. face higher 
annual fishing trip by nine minor injuries and released. Powell River, airport prices starting Sept. t as a 
business executives and ' workers aid. result of s two-per-cent in- 
lawyers was cut short this Alsoabuardthapianewore The skies later eleared and terim rateincre~se granted 
week when their chartered former MacMillan Bloodei pilot Albert Forth of Rich- by the British Columbia 
plane crashed at Poweil pi'esideht Ralph Shaw, mend, who also suffered Energy Commission. 
River airport, former senator John Nichol, minor injuries, decided to Sixty-five thousand home- 
Two men were taken to lawyer Thomas Ladner, take off. owners in the Interior will 
travel service executive Witnesses aid the plane paY an extra $5 a year. Some hospital at the south coast 
community and later Cornelius Burke and Van- never got airborne but 9,C00cummercialcustomers 
released, while the others couver businessmen Peter veered off the runway, wlllalsopayhigherretesbut 
sufferedmincrinjurteswbea Evans, Herbert McArthur struck a hank and split in the increases will vary 
their twin-engine aircraft and Lawrence Culter. two. There were no flames, because each industrial 
broke into two pieces on the The plane was chartered Roy Johlin, e federal c °ntract• is worked out 
side of the runway, from. West Coast Air Set- ministry of transport oir. separately. 
Alcan vice-president John vices of Richmond, B.C. end worthiness inspector, said Inland willapply for a per. 
Hale of Montreal, and Van- was headed for the Dean weather conditions had no manent increase of nine per 
couverlawyerDougiasMcK. River, near Ocean Falls, effect on the takeoff but he cant, including the interim 
Brown were treated in B.C. Overcast conditions would not comment further, increase. If approved, . residential nd commercial 
customers will pSy about $24 , 
Political plans for president morea yesr. A public hearing will he FOR PRIVATEUSEORBUSINE$~ 
' held Nov. 7 in Pentieton on AUTOV EST 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- will take office as SFU professor, was reluctant o both the interim and per- Belore you buy, invsatlgetetheadvantageaofthlsront" 
Outgoing Simon Fraser president Jan. 1. say she would definitely run manent increases. Inland to.own plan, All monies paid apply fo purdllN. Why 
University president Pouline Mrs. Jewett, who will in the next federal election might have to refun.any tin up your cash or borrowing power. 1~ end last 
Jewett said Tuesday she has leave the presidency Dec. 31 because she "still has some extra money paid by months rent and drive away. 
cut short her term of office instead of next August, said people to talk to." customers, plus nine per EXAMPLES 
because she ;~ considering in an interview she is con. Last October, she lost the cent interest, if the com- Based on 36 month lease 
another try at fedural sidering a nomination as NDP nomination in the mission decides the interim , I I 
politics. New Democratic Party federal riding of Burnaby to increase is too high. 71 F 250 pickup 78 Econoll~ Van 78 C 100 CMv IK 
candidate for the federal lawstndentSvendRobinson. The company, whichwas $148.00 per month i $136.04 per month S129.og per month 
The university announced riding of New Westminster. granted an increase of 9.7 lease end price i lsese end price lease end price 
Tuesday that George If elected, she would per cent last September, 82,11s.00 $1,975.00 $1,87$.00 
Pedersen, vice-president of repiaca MPStusrtLeggatt •. killed serves prince George. or~implyreturn or simplyreturn or simplyreturn 
the University of Victoria, ~NDP--New Westminster), Kamlnepo, quesnel, Trail, ~ - Nelson and Kelowna. 7e Camaro HT 71 Zephyr Sedan 78 Dodge Van 
who has said he will not run 
again federally but wiB seek Non,Catholics not fired office in the next provincial in crash • e!eotion, expected next year. 
KELOWNA, B.C. (CP) -- .Mrs. Jewett said there had TAHSIS, B.C. ICP)+ ,-- 
TheehairmanoftheCatholic Catholic teachers)," Perry been no pressure on her to Four people died Tuesday 
when their light plane school board in this Okangan 
city denied Wednesday that 
his board received a church 
directive to remove non- 
Catholic teachers from the 
board's schools. 
intSandy Perry said in en 
ervisw that local Catholic 
schools now have three non. 
Catholic teachers and are 
hiring another. 
He was responding to a 
Vancouver Sun story which 
said Bishop W. gmmett 
Doyle had asked that non- 
Catholic teachers be 
removed from schools in the 
Nelson diocese which in- 
cludes Kelowna. 
The newspaper said for- 
mer chairman Bert Sperling 
had received eorrespon. 
dance from the bishop last 
year. Perry was vice- 
chairman at that time. 
"The bishop did not say we 
had to remove them (non- 
said. It's up to the school leave SFU early, but she 
board to endeavor to employ wanted to free herself for the 
Catholics if at all possible, possibility of seeking public 
• The newspaper said office. 
Sperlingand the chairmen of "Ordinarily, I would be 
the Nelson, Trail and beginning a year's research 
Cranbrook Catholic school leave at the end of my term, 
boards had approved a then would return as a 
policy that stated school professor," she said. "That 
staff "must not only commit is still a possibility." 
themselves, to teach and Jewett, who has tenure at 
practice the Catholic faith. SFU as a political science 
crashed at the 3,000-metre 
level of a mountain just 
north of this Vancouver 
Island community, RCMP 
said today. 
Police said a small fire 
was spotted at the scene of 
the crash at Amai Inlet. 
He said positive iden- 
tification of the bodies and 
the plane is pending. 
The commission also 
granted an interim ~crease 
of 2.6 per cesta ~effective 
Sept. 1, to Paciflc~Northern 
Gas Ltd. which serves the 
area west of Prince George, 
including Kitimat and 
Prince Rupert. 
The company's 4,000 
residential customers will 
pay an extra $8 a year. About 
1,000 commercial customers 
are also affected. 
The company is applying 
for a higher permanent 
increase hut a date for a 
i~bllc hearing before the 
commission has not been set. 
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rd TRIM. 
Hearing a woman declare that a statement I 
made was a typical "male chauvinist" remark, I 
asked her how far she thought women had 
la'ogressed in their bottle for equal rights. 
"As long as we have children, we'll never have 
equality" she said. All the talk, all the 
propaganda, all the political movements to bring 
women out of the dark ages and enable them to 
benefit from the same rights, the same op- 
portunities and an equal place in society - no 
matter however well.intentioned some of them 
may have been, have had little effect, she felt• 
I asked her to tell me how. 
"Men are physically stronger, ltow can 
women ever forget the man they have to com- 
pete with in the marketplace is capable of 
breaking their neck, 'raping them, or proving 
their physical superiority in a hundred different 
ways? Childbearing: Having a child knocks 
women out of the struggle for equality in the 
marketplace. Noticeably pregnant women are 
still - and probably Will continue to be, a social 
embarrassment in the businessworld. 
"But that is only the beginning. Immediately 
the child is born the woman becomes a secona 
class citizen. She is the one who has to worry 
about a "sitter" if she intends to stay in the 
running to earn a living. If she decides to let her 
husband support her, no  matter how "im- 
portant" motherhood is made out to be, the fact 
that she is being ;'kept" by a man - she and her 
child- puts her in an inferior position. Getting up 
nights for the four hour feedings, the diaper 
change, and all the rest knocks her out tram 
putting in a hundred per cent effort in the office,. 
hospital, clinic, classroom, - or wherever she 
works. 
THE EBITOR NOTES: 
• .In response to the several observant readers of the 
Vancouver"Province" and "gun"  concerning articles 
discussing the sale of the Sterling chain of newspapers 
- of which we are a very small part - perhaps as much 
us (me and one quarter per cent (and that at Inflatlon 
prices) - we wlsh to make the following un.authorlzed 
statement... 
"K~p readlngf" 
• .Our having celebrated a ~0th anniversary as a local 
Terrace newspaper - this year by sponsoring the 
Riverboat Days Parade - one would hope gives us a 
,feeling of confidence thut change - when and if it 
.comes - is nothing to tear and, like the Skeena River' 
that runs through Terrace, we shall Just keep rolling 
along, (hopefully not as polluted) side by side for 
another 70. 
• .If any of our businessmen wish to ensure our con- 
tinued operation, one of the best ways they can do so is 
to'patronize the advertising columns and pages of the 
HERALD. Just au it requires rainfall to keep the 
Skesna alive, so advertising is the "life giving" 
medium of every newspaper, and must keep pouring 
OTTAW~k RUMOURS • 
..Prom Ottawa, today, the Parliamentary Press 
gallery was agog with the rumour the Prime Minister 
was considering liquidating three departments of the 
government: DREE (Department of Regional 
Economic Expamion), Urban Mfuirs and Science and  aravaners claim: 
Technology. The few oldtimera who have survived 
/ 
'qls long as we have ohildron we'll never have equality With men" 
"No matter how organized a mother may be, 
she will always be faced with a feeling.of guilt 
that she is neglecting her duty as a mother by 
going out to work. 
From the standpoint of salary- a man's salary 
is usually for himself. A woman, with a child to 
support, a sitter to pay for, and as the years go 
by - the schoolbooks, school clothes, and all the 
expenses of a growing child - hockey practice, 
shows, summer camps and later, education - not 
to mention such frills as dan~iiig lessons, music 
lessons, clubs, etc. - she ency. up with far less 
than a man gets from his salary. 
In every walk of life, a woman is confronted 
with her inferiority. "I'll bet you three quarters 
of the women who drive a car couldn't change a 
fiat tire if they had to. The very process of tire 
changing is made for men, not women," said my 
friend. 
And when it comes to sex? 
Sex is, has been. and probably always will be a 
Man's game. The simple anatomy of sex puts a 
woman at a disadvantage from the very 
beginning. Asimp]e walk through any drug store 
will show you how un-equal the costs are for a 
woman compared to a man. A man can get by 
with an electric razor and a box of Kleenex for a 
whole year. Look at the myriad of personal items 
in clothing and hygiene and hair care and 
cesmeties ociety demands a woman purchase -
iust to survive? A man's haircut costs a few 
dollars and lasts a coupleof months.Ha woman is 
to be her best, her fiairalone will cost a cool 
thirty to fifty dollars a month• Womens clnthing 
is so fragile it has to be constantly replaced - the 
thin soled fashionable shoes, sheer panty-hese, 
etc, A man can wear the same pair of brogues all 
year, and a pair of slacks - and Sweaters or 
jackets are good for ages. . . 
When'you make an appointment to see a doctor 
• - next time notice the waiting room - 9 out of 10 
waiting there wil l  be women with or without 
kids! 
In any hank - sure, most of the staff will be 
women - but nine chances out of ten, the best 
paying jobs will be held by males. The same in 
hospitals, factories, insurance offices, travel 
agencies, law firms, dental offices - It's always 
the man on the top - at the top, I mean, she 
corrected herself. 
So then i put my favourito question to her. 
Politics. , 
Look, I said, women have had the vote for over 
half a century, now. Why are there so few women 
A~ 
i 
. .  ,, ~-~ 
in politics. If women would run for office, they 
could then change the laws that favour men and 
set up the system of Day Care centres, nurseries 
and the like that would free them from the 
burden of child-raising, and pass legislation that 
would help them reach the goal of equality with 
men insofar as the law can help. 
Why is it the U.S. and Canada and the U.K. 
have never yet run a woman candidate for the 
top office of government? Why is it a woman 
mayor is still a comparative novelty? Why d0es 
Catmda still have only two or three women 
cabinet ministers? Surely here is~'one area 
physical disadvantage does not apply? 
It's a matter of higher education - and. that's 
wliere women again are disadvantaged.~Most top 
politicians are lawyers or have legal 
backgrounds. This requires a doctoral degree - 
about seven years of university, which means 
they will be about 25 years old when they 
graduate with their doctorate - without having 
had any practice whatever. The best years for 
childbearing are said to he the early twenties. 
Also, when they graduate they are generally up 
to thelr eyes in college loans they have to work to 
pay back - so they are pretty well forced to enter 
the marketplace. But it is much more than that~ 
A woman walking alone into a beer parlour i$ 
still suspect. A man is not. A man walking alone 
at night is seld6m questioned. For a woman it 
still spells danger. Even a woman registering 
alone/at a hotel, or going alone into a 
restaurant.., a billiara parlour or poolroom; a 
man going swimming - trunks only - no, our '.' 
society is still in the dark ages, as far as I am 
concerned. 
Do you see things generally getting better; dO' 
yGU think they are improving, and the future, at 
least, looks more optimistic. ,: 
"Not as long as women have children, and the 
world thinks the way it does." my friend con- 
eluded :': 
I paid for her drink. She walked out, silently:, 
got into her car and drove home, alone ....... 
I was saddened to think that some of what she 
had said must be true. And, because I am a man, 
I felt extremely guilty, somehow. 
And I don't know what I can do to help. Except 
write an editorial! 
Mormon Leader 
Is For Womanhood .v 
"Hold your heads high, it. But she and her Church 
you wives, mothers, maintain that this is 
homemakers. You engender women's first priority and 
life and enrich it. Don't their prime achievement. 
• , .  , . .. trade that pervasive force "It's the.most iml~rtant 
A IRSTREAMS IN THE RAIN - .  One hundred  and The  fQur:.trajlers,!n .the fpregrpuno nelong..t0.~ ~ for fleeting~Burface trinketi. ~[i~'4~ieg~d~.~' dis~ said. 
twenty-six Airstresm trailers braved the  muddy ~oup's officials, the C,~Ea¥~an Le~der, the. ~e,~v[ce~:~(~her!ah~i~it, ~en!srg~.,!t~ ~ ' .~.~.thF,~:~Mahj~,t!on 
waters of the Prince Rupert  Industrial Park last ~::~,,.,~..,~i~i,,,~ k : b~,,/.e~tion Su~rvis0r'mid the magnuy n. xou nee a can fail, am u name lane, 
civilization fails." -,,-~, . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . .  t--. , mighty office." 
week as a part- of a western Canada caravan tour. Caravan Advance Man. That's the menage of the However, her organization 
leader of Mormon women, carries, on extenstve 
"MOWS, PrinoeRupert Barbara B. Smith, who says pro{~rams to stimulate The Daily 
women generally are feeling women to develop their 
diminished and put down by talents to the fullest.in art, 
the modern feminist push for the humanities, social work, 
the Journalist Hell of the Press Gallery were recalling 
the 1929-39 period of the Great Depression, when, 
sometime during that decade Prime Minister R.B. 
Bennett liquidated a Federal Department - the 
Department of the Interior. The federal government 
never forgave him, It is said, and his province has 
suffered studied neglect from Ottawa ever since. 
IONA CAMPAGNOLO 
• .Those  who have been watching the national news on 
television will have been noticing how much in 
demand the Skeena member is for interviews and 
news clips. Especially since the great success of the 
Edmonton Commonwealth Games. 
..Perhaps more than auy other single event, the 
Games has made lena Campaguolo, Minister of 
Fitness and amateur Sport, a national figure. Almost 
every major columnist is quoting her, these days. 
..Charles Lynch, Southern News Service columnist, 
said this week, ,Sport Minister lena Campagnolo, who 
was carried round, the track by a Jubilant Canadian 
team at the close of the games calls it (the Canadian 
success) a breakthrough in confidence in Canada." 
. . " ' !  believe,' she said, 'that Canadians do want to 
win.' She thinks, Lynch continues, that with high 
performance athletes as our Inspiration, Canada can 
become a nation of winners. The comhinatton of 
government and private support of" sports, she says, 
will be 'Canada's gift to the world.' 
. ."This is heady stuff," Lynch thinks. "Somebody 
may suggest that Inaa he given a saliva test." 
..Asked if our top athletes had not become 
professionals through subsidies und aid programs, 
Lynch continues, "Ions said, 'There are no amateurs 
left in the world. We attend to the need of our 
athletes...we are seeking excellence - that is the name 
of the game.'" 
.. Describing the miracle that has been wrought by the 
Commonwealth games, much of which he attrihutes to 
lena Cumpagnolo, the veteran JouresHst and 
natiouaily known harmonica player Charles Lynch, 
summed up: 
• .."No matter. Canada has made history! There is 
many a wet eye in Edmuaton ow that the games are 
over, and a city that can cry for Joy has to be a better 
place than it was before." 
STERLING PERFORMANCE 
..The edltoHal column of Monday's Province is 
almost amusing in its grudging admiration for the 
Sports minister, claiming the Games success by that 
department is being used to make political Brownie 
points: 
. ." I t  was of course, gratifying to Sport and Fitness 
Minister ioua Campagnolo t see that performance us 
a result of her efforts to develop a well.funded 
program to produce superior athletes. She may be 
criticized for making sparse Improvement a political 
objective. And while we applaud the performance we 
should in no way try to turn it into some kind of ex- 
tension of the "sui)edor political system" in this 
country. That h the very thing tarnishing so many 
recent olympiads." 
" . , . i t  should bc remembered that a sport and fitness 
minister was appointed with the approval of the 
country and she was expected to do something to help 
improve the quality of our athletic endeavours." 
• . I t  was encouraging for us to note the editorial was 
headlined, "Sterl ing Performance", Perhaps it  was 
Just pert of a chain of circumstances 
'Travelling in a caravan  sure  
beats sifting in a rocking chalrr 
The Industrial Perk •t Butte Raphk in unlmpraaslve st the 
best d thnea; in the cain, it's downright dapeeealng. That in, 
unless you are on Ahstrenm Care,seer, whoue ipirttt, it would 
appear, nre never dampened. 
For meat of their eight-day StaY in the city, the ~S 
Care,snare in130 dbtinetlve, Slenmlns cyclindrioul Cacavsno 
suffered silently, graciously, even Joyfully through Rupert at Its 
wettest. 
"We've hsd a full month otsun up to now," Csmvnn Service 
Representative Howard Con said last week "so we can't 
complain" 
Cox la one of the tour persms employed by the AIreteeam 
Company to oversee the orpnleatien a d smooth opecatlno of
the Caravan.. Aside from Cox, the comimny has Dan Brown 
acting no the leader of the group, Elaehell Portloek in charge of 
recreation, and ss advance men. George W•Sgouer. The four 
are employed by AJretream's '~Way Of Life" Department, if you 
can believe It, s title that aptly describes its fuetlm -- the 
promoUon and betterment of he Airstream way of tlvln~ 
These mployees nd othem Hike them •re employed on an 
nocouional bssin for the dur•tlno f me of the Wslly By•m 
Club's many trips. 
MOSTLY RETmED 
You may have noticed the C~ravunere, most of them retired 
pereous, around the city inst week with their Wetly Byam berets 
end their W•lly By•m onme tess, or perhaps een them 
similarly outfitted at the comic hockey match thla post weekend 
arranged by members of the Caravan. W•lty Byes, wen the 
designer and builder of the nret Ahsteeam trtifer almost 30 
ye•re 89o at an •l/~rt in Miami, Flerldo• 
Bysm decMrd that the worm needed • completely self- 
eootolnnd traUer unit. something venetian enough to be able to 
operate without hook.up sad compact enough to travel ez. 
tonal,ely. His creation wee prophetic ofthe moblin society of the 
' S01  and  'Ms ,  
At the front of the Wslty Byes Club directory ("Just l ie s 
little Bible," says Cox). which heSS the cinb~s 30,030 members 
along with their trailer numbers and other ouch pertinent In. 
tormotlo~ one finds the "Wslly Byam Creed," it Ilat of about 1O 
precepts that ere the hesse of existence for the Way d Life 
Department. 
Although :~om pulsed on some time back and the enmpany 
was sold to Bcatelce Foods even years ago, the Club and Creed 
~rrV  08 .  
'KITTY FARE' 
Howard Cox, and Ida woe Lois, west on their nnt  Cam,an, 
10 Weeks in Mexico. In tl~J. puyinil 8kitty fee of 030. The Idtty, a 
per trailer fee, pays for the oriloulutiou and opur|tlno f the 
trip and purtlMly pays the salary of the Ahstroom employees. 
, I I  01 Those of this year • Western Canada Cacav|n No. I|1 , • $1. 
day.trip that helps in Bcandon, Manitoba oo July 7 sad wJJl end 
in Sagd Point, Idaho, and inelndlnif an eight-day stop in 
beautiful Prince Rupert, pen • kitty fee of 1131, still uot i bad 
price when you consider the rising cmts of tcavel. 
When s IN to 200 Scalier Cscavan, the avera|e she, rolls into 
• eJty It's like on Inltuot oubdlvlaJon. The pthored, flleamlnfl 
q, I 
VICTORIA (CP) -  Nearly 
oneof every five houses built 
on Vanonuver Island under 
the federal Assisted Home 
Ownership Program 
(AHOP) has been returned UnDoDular to Central Mortgage and 
_ Housing Corporation (CMH- 
I C), a spokesman said 
Monday. 
I 
multitude b Imprea•lve in numbers, but the only relief rom the 
dcab sameness at row upon row of AIrstreonm 18provided by the 
interior8 of the Indivldanl unlit, which ere •s varied 8s the 
extefl•re re silks. 
Cox refers to the carevou as a "tra,velUn8 city with the 
leader as Its mayor." Jolt like any other city, thl, one bE• Jtt 
law•. With 'IN or mere Icaifere. for one thiM, estl~me 
rel|imentotlou In perkin~becomox s ~sl t~,  Also no member 
of the Csrevan may ester a city on the rate in advance of the 
Csraven. All Cecavaneru share the same faclUtles or lack of 
same. in other words. If s Caravan pulls In.to• site that ha• no 
hookups, no IndivMtml is allowed to seek not unother trailer 
perk in the are• where hookups are available. On the road the 
rule is, If you can rend the numbers on the trailer in frnot, you 
are too close. And. Car•,snare •lweyJ try to leave a site cleaner 
than when they arrived. "Although ere," Lob said, lptsl•J out 
the window ot the Cox's Airetroum at the mud end reek of the 
indnstrful Park. "It may he dIffirulL" 
MANY COMMITTEES 
Much of the actual opersilou ofthe Care,me b left up to the 
Csravouere themselves working in committee. There •re 
eommltteea for parking, deparkinS, radio communlcaflou, 
water end first aM, •moss ashes. The committee members 
have dutlea on a re.tinS hellS, and •re emily recosnisabie by 
Initials dbpteyed in the window• of their vehicles. Thus if you 
see the inttinin DP in s car window, chances are-it •isnlnea not s 
' war refugee but s De.parking Committee member f om s W•lly 
Byte Car•van. J 
Accordinil to Cox, Airstrcam Carl,•nora dopt e •role 
phlleaphy, un extension perhaps of the By•m Creed. If thinp 
don't work out •s pinnnnd, like the cenc•lled flight to Juneau 
wldcb left eeveral of the C•rav•nere stnMed in Ketehn, en, 
sleeping on the floor •f a Youth Hostel. •s Co• says, "Hedl, 
e that s Just pert of ours,sling. And if we re studs in the mud, 
well that'• Just part of canvuing, too. No one eompblns." 
8evenly.aVe to80 per cent of the Care,noes ere flMHImers 
and C~t's advice to them b. "If you want everything like home, 
you'd better stay home." 
ENJOYED STAY HERE 
l)eaplte .a noticeable dearth of sueahine, the C•mmners 
seemed to enjoy their week in Prince Rupert, end there b no 
doubt hat ares merchants enjoyed the Cersvunere. "These 
ople •re not afraid to spend mooey," Cox stated, m' rather, 
eretatad. At the first lntecondonal Alrstmtm Rally to be 
held in Canada three years ago in BcandoL mm'e than 4,to0 
Ahstreams descended upon the city for oue week IouvLq as a 
token of their visit over 03 mialou. 
Although some Airsteenmere t nd to shy sway from 
Cernv•m ned their eslmentatlm, there is • certain undeniable, 
and Irrepressible vitality to csravautq. Howard and Lois CU 
talk about eae Caravan they todt through Europe which In- 
eluded no tees than three couples celebrating 3orb wedding 
untverurins durlnl the trip, •a of whom did not m181 alinjle 
tour on the Itinerary• 
"You onnoot Judge a parsee by age," Cox uM aleut 
Care,snore and ears,•sing, eoacluding, "it sure he•to stttlug 
down Is a roektuil clair." 
John" Dudiak, AHOP Dudlak said more than 80 
manager for the island, said per cent of the CMHC 
in an interview that since the acquisitions were in the past 
program was launched in year, and include two rental 
1976,CMHC hasaequired 190 projects--a 20-unlt apart- 
units through foreclosures, meat in Esquimalt and a 48- 
quit claims end buy hacks, unit development in 
He said that of the 978. Parks,isle--as well as 122 
AIIOP houses approved on. homes. 
the island 201 remain unsold. 
different status, and need 
more assurance and pride in 
their essential womanhood. 
"They've been made to 
feel that the family and 
homemaking role is in- 
significant, that they're 
unimportant unless they're 
out competing with men and 
other women," she says. 
"But that's not what it's all 
about. They're so important, 
so vital, so unique, and their 
potentialities are not 
limiting but limitless." 
She said in an interview 
that the present-day rush of 
women into outside jobs, 
leaving children and home to 
others, has been marked by 
increased juvenile 'crime, 
shild abuse, broken families 
and other problems, and 
that it undercuts women 
themselves by depriving 
them of their special, 
tremendous impact in the 
worl~l. 
"when "they give up their 
responsibility to their 
children they give up the 
most enduring, greatest 
influence in our society," she 
said, citing the deep, lasting 
reinforcement that attentive 
mothers give the young. 
"When it comes to guiding 
future generations, women 
have always had the most 
vital, powerful role." 
Not that Mrs. Smit.h ad- 
vocates wives being tied 
solely to the home, far from 
theology, nursing and other 
fields, with weekly courses 
given, in addition to m- 
couraging compassionate 
service to these in need. 
While family nuture is 
considered the highest role, 
Mrs. Smith said that modern 
labour-saving appliances 
have reduced housework, 
expanding womm's time for 
wider cultural pursuits; and 
that as children grow up, 
women can devote them- 
selves to other skills. 
"To think that 
homemaking ties women 
down is entirely wrong," she 
~ys. "This is the most 
wonderful time in the history 
of the world for u woman to 
be alive." 
The Relief Society itself, 
founded in 1842 when the 
Church was temporarily 
headquartered in Nauvoo, is 
one of the oldest women's 
national organizations. 
"We want women-to fulfill 
theii' responsibilities and 
leadership role, to develop 
their abilities and taimto to 
the fullest, to exercise their 
opporties and realize their 
potentialities," she said. 
"But to think that's done 
only in the job market, in 
money andseif- 
advancement is an illusion, a 
dead one. It can undermine 
women's positions. They've 
got a greater strengththan 
that." 
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F i ',, | m _ ____ ' _~ Glen Coehrane, former Terrace Centennial I
i ersslgn mrme e0ntract by the I It Y r defenseman, has been signed to a three-yeur NHL's Philadelphia Flyers. 
Cochrane, a 6'3" native of Cranbrook, played 
alongside brother Cord during the 1973-74 I 
season, the Centennials' initial season in the 
PNWHL. Only 15 at the time, he had 2 goals and Terraoe player 
Terraoo 
Hookey Sohool 
Aug. 21.Sept. i 
12 assists. 
Glen was in Terrace for a few days, visiting 
with his brother Gord, who still resides here, and 
plans to play for the newly formed Terrace 
Timbermen this coming season. He re ly  likes 
Terrace, and is enthusiastic about the Tim- 
bermen's chances for a league championship 
this year. "Terrace Timberrnan should have a 
good team this year and I wish them lots of luck, 
and I hope the town of Terrace will get out and 
support them." He added jokingly, "They w!H 
have a new 'import' in Gord Cochrane, wno wm 
be 30 pounds fighter, and ready to play." 
Glen played last season with the Victoria 
Cougars, where he had 7 goals and 40 assists, 
while spending 311 minutes in the penalty box. 
He was picked by Philadelphia June 15, during 
the 3rd round of the NHL's annual amateur 
draft, and signed his  contract July 13 in 
Philadelphia. He is pleased with his contract, 
and more than happy to have been drafted by 
Philadelphia. "They're a real classy 
organization," he says, "And I'll be going 
their training Camp with a great attitude, ready 
to give out 100 percent." The hard hitting Flyers 
play the same style of hockey Glen i s  ac- 
customed to, as he enjoys a physical game, with 
lots of hitting and close checking. 
When he's not cutting down the progress of 
opposing forwards, Glen enjoys Soccer and slow- 
pitch softball, as well as the outdoors. "I've been 
athletically inclined ever since I can remem' 
her", he comments. During the summer he has 
been working on a commercial fishing boat out of 
Victoria. He plans to visit Terrace, and brother 
Cord for two weeks next summer, and do some 
sport fishing. 
Glen left for Cranbrook yesterday, where he 
will teach a hockey school, then September 9he's 
Thornhill oloser 
to dub purohase 
Skeena Valley Golf and Country Club Members arc 
close to purchasing the golf course from the present 
owners. In fact, it's hoped the deal will be concluded 
withing the next few weeks. 
Right now they have $22,000 in cash on hand, plus 
$26,000 in pledges for share memberships. They also 
have business committments for $25,000 which adds 
up to $73,000 towards the purchase price of $250,000. A 
provincial grant of $83,000 - one ~ird of the purcha~ 
price - has been a~ured from tne government ana 
more is expected from business committments. 
An executive spoi~sman says the situation looks 
very good and the~ h~pe to have a firm announcement 
by September. ' : 
The big item right now is to collect the $26,000 in 
share memberships which have been pledged by 
members. Most of these pledges were submitted 
earlier this year, and now is the time to collect hem. 
Share memberships are $250 each. 
Any club members who have not paid their pledge, 
or who wish to help in the purchase of the club, should 
get their money in as soon as possible. It can be turned 
in to the Bank of Montreal, or to any club executive 
member such as President Frank Skidmore, Vice 
President Fred Weber, Treasurer Earl Handford of 
Finance Chairman Sandy Sandover-Sly. 
Fishing report 
By Don Pearson, Custom Sports 
High tide at 1:45 P.M. at 14.3 feet. Low 
tide at 7:20 P.M. at 4.6 feet. 
Fishing yesterday was done in very nice 
weather with very little wind. Sue Channel 
was very good for salmon, but most other 
Spots were very poor. Kitisaway was a poor 
spot, but Moody Point and Fish Trap 
produced five Springs. The glacial water 
colour in Douglas Channel extends out as 
far as Cesta Rooks. I went fishing myself 
yesterday, and I couldn't find any Northern 
Coho, but would appreciate any information 
on their whereabouts from anyone who may 




BOCHOLT, west Germany The departure of Otson 
(CP) -- Canada's national further weakened Canada's 
women's volleyball team Achilles heel--the service 
Terrace and District Minor Hockey off to Philadelphia and the Flyers' training I hog, s on Thursday ase~.e s return.lnonegnmeduringa 
Association will be sponsoring a hockey school to cams Then comes the hockey season, where I of five games against me series of matches against the 
k,~ m,n ¢ , -~m'  Mnndnu A,mznt 21 till Santember I ~.,.~.~." : ,  ~^ ~.|e,. ;.,~ '~; '°r  for the Fl~ers or the I west German ational team East German ational team 
~,~ ,~ . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  . . .~ . . - -~  . ~ ,__ l ~t©, wu, uc l~,a~'-,5 ~.,-,~ _ . -T ~. . I and the outcome should last week, Canada.lest nine 
let, and there ares tm a~,xew,~opemn~:mr,~,oys I Maine Mariners ot ~ toe  American .oc~ey/.il~]iceU~ h0~V Ca~lada willdo; ,points,for failure~'to•return, 
~.:aged,12~t4,~and many openings for boys7.9~yearsll~ig~e~ " i "~ Ph i lade lph ia  farm ..... Club. | at the world champio~hips' r the opening service. Caniida 
-,~,~ .... ' . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  I I laterthmmonthmthe~owet los all four matches tome 
qJ~.~.  " . • 
Heading the instructors for the school will be | ~ J Union. East Germans by scores of 
"We are in an elimination three games to one. 
Bob Peacock, who has been involved with the pool with South Korea, The Canadian team's 
clinic ever since its inception three years ago. 
• Helping Bob will be Gord Cochrane, former 
Terrace Centennial defenseman, Randy Hen- 
derson, a local teacher, Les Thorstinson, who 
plays in the Commercial League, Thornhil 
Secondary School Prinicpal Harold C,o~ Cliff 
• Sharples, and Lynn Krallng of the tocat tt.~.~.r'. 
The classes will be divided into three age 
groups, 7-9 yrs, 10-12 yrs., and 12-14 yrs. 
Registration fees are $35 for the 7-9 year  age 
group, and $65 for boys 9-14 years old. 
Emphas is  will be placed on skating and the 
basic fundamentals  of hockey, learning while 
having fun rather than under a pressure 
'84 Olympios again, 
soheduled for L,A, 
LOS ANGELES (AP) -- 
The now.we-have-them, 
new.wedon't 1984 Olympics 
appeared headed for Los 
Angeles again on Wednesday 
an the head of the city's 
negotiating team indicated 
yet. I learned along time ago 
that you don't have an agree- 
ment until you have an 
agreement." 
Argue said be hoped to an- 
nounce a contract later this 
week. 
an ngrcement absolving the IOC and USOC officials re- 
West Germany Brazil and ehampi~nh~ ~ the world 
said Moo Park, a 
national coach. "South 
Korea is one of the best 
teams in the world so we 
have to beat the Brazilians 
nnd the Germans." 
The top two teams in each 
of the six pools will advance 
to the semi.finals. 
.Canada's team is built 
around four Olympic 
veterans: captain Audrey 
Vandervelden, 24, of Bur- 
naby, B.C.; Betty Baxter, 26, 
strengths are size and play. 
making. Four of the gi" (s are 
more than si~ feet. The 
shortest is five feet, eight 
inches. Following Canada's 
last place finish at the 
Olympics, Park's dictum for 
recruiting new players was 
the necessity for height. 
If Cannda makes it past 
West Germany and into the 
semi-finals when the world 
championships are played in 
Leningrad starting Aug. 25 
Park says, "We are hoping 
realistically to finish seventh 
Sports Minister 
suggests ohange 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- A concerned with recreation 
government body should be 
created to co-ordinate the 
efforts of the 66 federal 
departments and agencies 
which deal with recreation, 
Ions Campagnolo, minister 
of fitness and amateur sport, 
said Tuesday, 
"I am now propping to the 
cabinet hat the fitness and 
amateur sport branch will 
assume responsibility fo~ 
establishing a viable 
mechanism toco-ordinate on 
a continuing basis all 
recreation services and 
funds available aththe fed- 
eral level," Mrs. Cam- 
pagnolo told the Canadian 
Parks and Recreation 
Association. 
She suggested the new 
body be called Recreation 
Canada, and said com- 
municating with federal 
departments and agencies, 
with provincial and in- 
ternational governments, 
and with national and in- 
ternational organizatiom 
would be one of its respon- 
sibilities. 
It would also encourage 
joint planning and 
collaboration among these 
bodies, support existing 
intergovernmental bodies 
concerned with recreation, 
and distribute information 
about recreation. 
Mrs. Campagnolo also said 
municipalities hould b( 
allowed to become more in- 
volved in formulating 
recreational policy. 
Thanks for help in moing 
Whitohorse Northern Times 
to correct ircuit. Now would 
you care to look into the 
second part of the July 27 
message? It asked whether 
Edm, Vcr or CN supposed to
handle Times equipment. 
CP.owned Extel printer went 
down almost immediately 
after it was installed. Paper 
is nsing a CN-supplied Extel 
with CP board. 
Kitimat laorosse 
team loses 16-6 
The Kitimat Elks 383 Pee Wee lacrosse team were 
defeated 15-5 by the Ontario team Tuesday in the 
Canadian National Pee Wee Lacrosse tournament at 




reaoh another ,draw 
BAGUIO CITY, Philip- 
pines (API -- Champion 
Anatoly Karpov and 
challenger Viktor Korchnoi 
agreed to a draw Wednesday 
in the 12th game of their 
world chess championship 
match but squabbled over 
who offered it. 
The 27-year-old Soviet 
champion and the 47-yosr- 
old challenger, a Soviet 
defector, will continue the 
match today with their 13th 
game, Korchnoi playing 
white. 
Florencio Campemanes, 
chief organizer of the 
$550,000 tournament, an- 
nonaced the draw almost 
five hours before the players 
were scheduled to resume 
play. The game had been 
~iostponed from Saturday 
ght to give Karpov a rest. 
It was the 10tb draw of the 
tournament, whioh began 
July 18 and is expected to 
continue for at least three 
months, Each player has 
won one game. The first 
player with six victories 
takes .the championship, 
which Karpov gained in 1974 
when American Bobby 
Fischer efused to defend his 
title. The winner gets 
Wednesday's confusion 
was sparked by Korchnoi's 
denial he bad offered a draw 
Tuesday night after Karpov, 
apparent ly expecting 
Korchnoi to seal his 44th 
move for adjournment, left 
the stage. 
Lothar Schmid, the West 
German chief arbiter, said 
Korchnoi had offered the 
draw but then went ahead 
and sealed his move, rook to 
king's rook 1. 
On Wednesday, Korchnai, 
47, denied making the offer, 
saying: " "Probably be 
misunderstood me. 
Korellnoi claimed Karpov 
offered him a draw after his 
43rd move, but the 
challenger said he rejected, 
saying the offer should be 
relayed through Schmid. 
s i tuat ion.  Fees  inc lude a sweater ,  and city of any financiai respon- fused to comment on any of Brooks, Aita.; Carole oreigbth." • sibility for the Games was breakthrough. Bishop, 28, of Vancouver and $350,000; the loser $200,000. 
goalkeeping equipment will.be provided, but the imminent. The city was provisionally Mary Dempster, 22, of 
child will have to supply his own equipment, "We're kind of over the awarded the 1~4 Games in Winnipeg. 
including sticks, points of substance and May, with the condition that . "We are really looking to 
To regist.er your churl, or for further in- we're at a point of refining it sign an IOC-approved fill two boles," said Enzo 
the language," said John contract by July 31. But, that Guerriero f Vancouver who 
formation, contact Bernie Sclder at 635-5959, or Argue, who as head of the deadline has been extended is chairman of the women's 
635-4049. Southern California Olympic repeatedly while the parties "national team program for 
Organizing Committee has. tried to resolve the question the Canadian Volleyball 
worked for months to bring of fmanciul liability. Association. "All the other 
From 01ymioe the 1984 Summer Games to IOC rules cell for the host girls who played for Moo in 
the area. city of the Games and the na- Montreal are gone. So we 
Argue would not deny pub- Uoual organizing committee have brought up eight girls 
S ix  sw im ohamps iishedrepertsthatthe IOC . of the hest country to joinUy from the junior national 
has "agreed to free Los sign the contract and accept team and two of them will be 
Angeles from financial financial responsibility, starters." all that's left ,,a~,,,~,or the Games, an ThelOCseveralweeksagn TO TESTROOKIES 
issue that has been the key rejected what was, originalty Park will test all his 
stumbling block in the described as a teke-it-or- rookies in these games but 
~VF.,ST BERLIN (Router) hack for the 200 metres-- signing of a contract, leaveit" propmai whereby Valerie Campbell, 22, of 
With the third world where he was world best in "We have steadfastly said the private Los Angeles Winnipeg, a powerful spiker, 
swimming championships 1977--after coming in fifth at that the city must protect its Olympic Organizing corn- is most likely to fill one of the 
beginning Friday, a glance the national championships taxpayers," Argue said. mittee, rather than the city, vacant spats. 
at thereeenthlstory of the here lastmonth. "We think we're getting would have signed the Canadian officials were h II 
sport proves one thing-- WILKIEGONE clnsewithacenceptthatwiU contract, and it appeared shaken this spring when H I ~ ;  ~ ~ l l l  
fame can be shert-livnn. Britain's David Wilkie, work. then that the Games might regular Patty Olson, 21, of ~i 
0sly thrco years epar" ate M°ntreal winner in the *00" There has been a break" be held elsewhere' But Vanccover' qnit the nati°nal [ [ I ~ ~ ~  ~ / I t  
these championships lrom metre breaststroke, is no through, but we're not there negotiations continued. , team. 
I the last world meet in Call, longer on the scone, while . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "' .......... ' ' ""! i l  • ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~.;:;.:.:.:.:::::.:::~...:.:.:.:.:....:.::::...:.....:.:....:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:......... . . . . . . . . .  !
Co, ombia, in1975, andonl, the Soviet Union's woman ii Bus!news . . . . . .  * ...... . o  : . .  ..... two years have gone since star at the Olympic ga es, :i:". 
the Montreal Oly,,,l:~.~,. "-'-~*. 'qar~.ina Kcshevaya, has had IIJ 0sly six champions from to give way to 14.year-old Il l WeareholdinoOpen useonthes, ew homes in the 
_ , .  h. ..,.   dan. iii II/ S"*,,"O" III 
" " " "  ' "="  tl d ill 4a111 4slas m l!1 Stars such as East Ger- Of the 24 world champm,s NO ISle I n  our  meny'sKorneliaEnder, gold to emerge from the Call SLY  AVE,  
medallist in the Olympic meet in 1975, many of the i:!', ~;~ 0 " iiii I~  
h'eestyle sprints and. 100. 'girls, led by Endar and i i !~  . B.. Tel D,reotory. !i! I[ LABELLE AVE American Shirley ~ il metre butterfly, and team- 4924 ate Uirlke Richter have Babashoff, have moved out :iii AURORA ANIMAL HOSPITAL - 63S-2040 ~i1 ' ' 
retired, while several U.S. of active compstiUon, i!! V GENERAL FURNITURE - 635.4961 ~1 immediately north of Ca edonla $ch6ol. I I  
~, men have' discovered how Five U.S. men who struck RE3:~: ~ I1  (;)ualltvconstructedhomesbvProoressiveVenturesLtd'andLinwalSuilders' 
; short a swimming career gold in Colombia are i!i! ~ WATER LILY SAY .798-2267 " ,, 
"*  [ While backstroker John missing, including Bill :::: . m m • DIAL-AN-ORDER • ~ ii~ • Naber, butterfly speeiao~l t Forrester (2~).metre but- ~i! ~ J "~ ~J '~SKOGLUND HOTSPRINGS - 7V8.2221 ::ii~ V°uarec°rdiallvinvitedFrldavevenln0Auous~lSth'fr°mGp'm't°gPrn" 
terflyl and Tim Shaw (200", ilii ~ ' ~  E~[~OLI,SPLACE.7,S.223! '~"~" if::l )ITD.I 
MattVngelandmedi~gol 400-and 1,500-metre i ~  PRUDEN,&,CURRIE :::: • ti!l medalllst Rod Strachan free, style,. ':iii Listed ( " "  becked out of their own BARNEY . SHOE'S & REPAIR • ~35-30~ 
accord, outstanding menlike Also gone is l~ast Ger- :.:. . . . . . . .  ..-; .~ ~ 1  
John Henken (breaststroke), manv's Rentle giant, Roland :.?.! • • _ PETS BEAUTIFUL. 555.92$1 :i~ r -l, Terrace $ eomp[- e 
/' BdanGeedell (lens-distance Mattes.one of swimming's ~ii Free - for ONE month courtesy of THE i~! 
freestyle) and Bruce Furniss nil-tinge greats who won his 
(200-metre freestyle) failed flrst 01ympic gold in Mexico iiil I • %,d''%,~' ; DALLY HERALD real estate am'v ine  
: toqualify_.., ln lgr~ and went on to prove iii If ¥oo wish your Ousiness Phone o~rm O q g 7  ~!i::l 
Even ueram Mnerken of the exception to the rule of :~: i :.".: 
WestGe.nany, woridreeord brief careers by holding onto .'i: listed for your cuslomers please call O~I i~  O~i~i~|  :5:1 
holder in the loO-metre his p~sitlou at the top until i:i............ ....... .......~......................~....:.;.~.:.~.:.:.:.i.~.:.:.~.~...~.~.~...~.~.:...~.~.::~:.:~:~:.:~:.:~:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:~::::::~:~:.:i:::~ 
l~eaststr~e, had to stand Call. 
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Tennis Tourney in Terraoe this Sat 
Viotoria evens series 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  Dan Green scored with ]7 seconds 
remaining in overtime Tuesday night to give Vlctorla Sham. 
rocks a 12.11 victory over Vancouver Burrards and square 
their best.of.seven semi-final Western Lacrosse pl yoff series 
at 2.2. 
The goal was Green's second of the 10.minute overtime pe- 
rled and fifth of the game. 
Fifth game In this series is tonight in.Vlctorla wlthrthe sixth 
here Saturday night. 
Pat Ryan's third goal of the game tied the contest at I1 
after Green scored at 1:01 of the overtime session. 
Dave Tasker of the Burrards sent the game Into overtime 
with seven seconds to play after Charn Dhlllon's goal with 
2:19 left put the Shamrocks In front 10-9. otlllon anoleff 
WhltneyGrfflths, picked up from the Victoria iuniors, scored 
two goals each for the Shamocks who also got goals from 
Rick Baker, Ivan Thompson and Ron MacNeil. 
Doug Hayes and Ron Pindar each scored twice for Van- 
couver while Bill Foote, Rico Bellusci and Pat Dlffdr ac. 
counted for the rest of'the Burrards' goals. 
The game produced high-quality netmlndlng as Larry 
Smeltzer of the 'Rocks blocked 45 shots, including six In 
overtime, and Dave Evans of Vancouver blocked 41. 
(. .! . . . . .  
And 
GRADUAL INCREASES 
In 1973, when the Toronto Lawn Tennis Club again played 
host to the tournament, prize money jumped to Sl00,000. The 
amounts gradually Increased to S130,000, S155,000, S160,000 
and this year's $210,000. 
The tournament has also Improved Its esteem on the Inter- 
national evel. The Canadian Open is a Grand Prlx eveht, 
pert of a tour that awards more than Sl0 million in men's 
tournament prize money. 
There are 98 other events on the Grand Prlx circuit. 
Players accumulate performance points In the events to 
qualify for an eight-round playoff at the end of the season that 
boasts a $300,000 first.place prize. 
Don Fontana, who has been Canadian Open tournament di- 
rector for seven of the last nine years, says he thlnks the 
tournament will continue even if a new sponsor Is not found. 
But that doesn't explain to Fontana why a Canadian firm 
hasn't stepped in with the cash. 
"I f  a similar tournament was up for grabs In the United 
States, it would be gone the next day," Fontana said. 
"They've got a list a mile long of corporations that want a 
tennis tournament sponsorship." 
I)POA Tourney now an international event 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- Judgment and club selection will be 
the keys today as a field of top Canadian professionals, as 
well as 20 foreign players, tee off In the opening round of the 
Canadian Professional Golfers Association (CPGA) In- 
ternational tournament. 
"it's a course that generally rewards a good golf shot and 
penalizes a poor one," says Jack McLaughlln, club profes- 
sional at the host Shaughnessy Golf and Country Club. 
"That's the way golf architecture should and that's the way 
It Is et Shaughnessy." 
The 6,647-yard layout has undergone xtensive renovations 
since holding Its last major tournament--the 1966 Canadian 
Open. 
That year It played to a backbreaking 6,907 yards and 
prompted United States golfer Dave Hill to quit after a prac- 
rice round saying "I'm not going to make an ass of myself 
here." 
GREENS NEW 
The new layout, with 12 redesigned greens, will play to par 
72 and the nines will be reversed to take advantage of better 
spectator areas on the first nine holes. 
"Some ot the greens are tough," said McLaughlln. "The 
1/th, for Instance,'wlll result In several players taking three 
puffs. 
" I t  slopes back to front and its ,,u#i r'.~ed--an excellent 
par three hole." 
The CPGA tournament, which In p.revlous years had been 
closed to International golfers, will have 17 PGA champions 
or representatives from around the world, as well as special 
Invlfees Arnold Palmer and Lanny Wadklns of the United 
States end Roberto De Vicenzo of Argentina. Prize money 
has also been doubled to $100,000. 
Eight former CPGA champions are In the field, Including 
defending champion GEORGE Knudson, of Toronto. 
Knudson, who haswon the title five times, Including the 
last two years, said that although e was skeptical about the 
new format, he now thinks it will boost Canadian golf. 
CHANCE FOR MANY 
"For a lot of these guys It will be their only chance to play 
with guys like Palmer, Wadklns and De Vicenzo," he said. 
Some of the outstanding foreign players Include Simon 
Owen of New Zealand, Manuel Plnero of Spain and Nick 
Faldo of England. 
Owen, 27, rebounded from a lengthy layoff with serious 
knee Iniury to win his country's PGA title last year, and was 
runnerup to Jack Nlcklaus In this year's British Open. 
Plnero, 27, won hls third Spanish PGA championship last 
year and team with Severlano Ballesteros to win the World 
Cup team championship. 
Faldo, 21, Is the British PGA champion and swept all his 
matches in last year's Ryder Cup competlllon against a team 
of U.S. professionals, 
Other top Canadian entries include Dave Barr of Van- 
couver, the winner of last week's British Columbia Open In 
Prince Geor~=, and Dan Halldorson, of Brandon, Man., 
winner of the 1970 Manitoba Open. 
National League BaseS li Roundup 
NEW YORK ) -- vancing to third. Then CHICAGO tAP) -- Phil Matthews, then served UP 
Derrel Thomas smashed a Thomas connected for hi8 Niekro posted his 193rd Burroughs' lSthhome run to 
two-out, two-run homer off second home run c~ the career victory with a three- centre. One out later, Joe 
reliever Skip Lockwood in 
the ninth inning on Wed- 
nesday to give San Diego 
Padres a 2-1 triumph over 
New York Mete in N,.tlonal 
League baseball. 
Jerry Koesman, the MetE' 
starter, had been coasting 
along with a six.hitter into 
the ninth inning when Dave 
Winfield doubled to centre 
with one out. Lockwood 
came on and got pinch.hitter 
Jerry Turner on a long fly to 
right ~ i th  Winfield ad- 
season and gave Lookwoed 
his tOth less agaimt seven 
victories, 
John D'Aquisto, the third 
Padre pitcher, came on in 
the eighth to even his record 
at 3-3, 
The Mete had taken the 
lead in fourth when Elllott 
Madd0x singled and moved 
to second on a ground out. 
John Stearns was walked 
intentionally before Men. 
taoez singled to right. 
hitter, and Jeff Burroughs Nolan ~ltod his third home 
and Joe Nolan slugged sixth- run of ihe season to give 
inning home runs as Atlanta Atlanta'a 5.0 lead. 
Braves defeated Chicago The b~ves added a run i[ 
Cubs 9-0 in National League ' the seventh on Rowland 
baseball on Wednesday. Office's RBI single and throe 
Nlekro, 15-12, and loser in the eighth on a single by 
Mike Krukow,5-l, each gave Burroughs, Bob Horoer's 
up just two hits through five 14th home mn and Dale 
innings. The Braves led 2-0 Murphy's 19th home run. 
at the time on Chicago 
second baseman Rodney , 
Scott's throwing error. 
But with one out in the 
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24 HOUR SERVICE  
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DEEP SEA SAILBOAT 
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money of $210,000, still Is looking for a new sponsor after a 
three.month wait. 
In May, Rothmans of Pali Mall Canada Ltd. announced 
tho~it, w~ld,drop;sponsorshlp of the Canadian open after ~ 
nl~e~eJr, s oLIovotvemant.. 
And, while a new sponsor has not been found, officials of 
Tennis Canada, the government group that oversees tennis 
development in the country, say they have a number of com- 
penles Interested In taking over the event for 1979. 
"I'd say we've got four warm prospects and 16 others that 
are Interested," Ken Sinclair, Tennis Canada's national 
tournament director, said Wednesday. 
"It's good that we've got this Interest but we still would like 
to be closer to gelling a new sponsor." 
HALF IN PROMOTION 
This year, Rothmons put up all of the $210,000 In prize 
money and could spend up to half of that amount In promo- 
tion of the nine-day tournament. 
"These things are getting expensive, there's no question 
about it," says. John McCormack, Rothmans tennls co- 
ordinator. "But that's not the main reason we're pulling 
out.- 
"We'd like to think that we've helped in making the 
Canadlon Open tournament one of the top events in the 
world," McCormack said. "And because tennis Interest in 
Canada has risen at the same rate, we think we've done our 
lob of promoting the game In this country." 
In •t969, when Open tennis was approved and the first 
the process. Cliff Rlchey of the United States received a first 
prize of S2,000. 
When Rothmans took over sponsorship in 1970, the $17,500 
in prize money went to.a total pool of 16 men and 16 women, 
The next year, prize money was increasedto sTo,ooo. : 
{}an, Open tennis purse roaohes $210,000 
TORONTO (CP) ~The Canadian Open tennis tournament, tournament was held at the Toronto'Lawn Tennis Club, the 
a $17,000 event In 1970 but this year offering record prize club underwrote thetournament for Sl0,000and lost money in 
By Murdo MacDonald 
Tennis players everywhere are invited to come out and women. The costis $3.00 per event. Players will be " ' 
and take part in this weekend's tournament s aged by seeded so that all first round losers end up in "B"  
the Terrace Tennis Club. Play begins this Saturaay a flight. Each player ia guaranteed a minimum of two 
9:00 A.M. sharp, at  the Lions tennis courts on Kalum games per event. I'eONOED INSURED 
St. below the arena. I t  continues non,stop until Sunday As the early response has been light, please register 
when all four finals will take place, soon to ensure that this annual event gets off to a good I PH ILL IPS  JAN ITORIAL  ' 
Anyone can enter; entries are NOT restricted to start. Entry forms and other details can be obtained | RES IDENTIAL  COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL 
members only. Don't be timid or embarrassed merely from any Tennis Club member or by phoning 638-1519. 
because you only just got started playing and are The tournament  commit tee  recommends that | FREE ESTIMATES 
therefore green and inexperienced. Why? everybody enter both events, and those not having [ All Types of Cleaning 
Everybody's praeticalyy in the .same boat, at least partners will be paired off with players of similar 
those of m who took up the game smee me courts were ability and experience. • |C A R P E T S T E A M WINDOW CLEANING 
buff: late last fall. " Please do not wait any longer than 7:00 p.m. this [CLEANING 
Tournament play is fun and it is tha.best.way.to Friday, when entries close and the draws are made I All work done to your satisfaction 
learn the technical side of the game quicKJy. It is also up. Although every effort will be made at the courts on 
one of the best ways to lose wieght, get in shape, and Saturday morning to accomodate late entries, players l R It 2 N'. E6Y, MEH IqilI.LIIJq[ . . . . . . . . .  
t TER~I~CE' S.C. ~NAGI,I ]e l .  ooo-,,~lao enjoy yourself all at the same tim.e. . . . .  are cautioned to get their names in early to make sure  
Events consist of singles ana souses  toy oom men that they get drawn. 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY. 
I 
Many people believe 
that the oft-quoted saw 
"Tennis, anyone?" was 
Humphrey Bogart's only ~ ' ~ ~ ] ~ - ' ~ - ~ .  I
line in his first play. How- ~- , "  -~^~; ;  I 
ever, on a television pro- t_ ~ . p~, ( ~ " I 
gram taped many years ~.  ( [ t~~. '~. - - -Y l  
earlier but not broadcast " ~ 'J e..1;~N~ ~ ~l  
until 1974, Bogart h im- '~. ,% ~. - ,~/ \  - " - I  
self denie d it.___. ~..~  o 1~,~.~/y~.~ I 
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right to classify ad s under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
datermipe page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise; edit, classify 
or relecf any advertisement 
andto rotaln any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, a'ndto repay 
the customer the sum' paid 
for the advertisement "and 
box rental. 
Box replies on :"Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within IOdays of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box  
Numbsra are.requested not 
to send Originals " of 
documents to avoid lesa. 
All cl.~lms of errors In 
advertisements must be 
recelved by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad. 
vertlser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
'-U~h an advertisement 
.Or. In ,,,,event of.an error 
appearing In the ad. 
vertlsement as publlahed 
.shal l  be limited to fbe 
amount paid by the ad. 
vertlser for only one In. 
correct Insertion for the 
Portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
correct or omlffod Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
'Coiumbio Human Rights Act 
which, prohibits any ad. 
verflslng that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
{or piece of origin, or because 
his age is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition Is 
Justified by a bona fide 
reclulremont for the work 
Involved . . . .  
54., BUSINESS . .  
• PROPERTY 
:- Sterling Publishers Ltd. 
Pub l i shed  a t  Ter race  
B.C. 5 days a week 
Monday to Friday, mornings 
PUBL ISHER 
: Laur ie  Ma l le f f  
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
Ef fect ive  October I, 
197"/ , 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carr ier  mth 3.00 
By Carr ier  year 36.00 
By Mai l  3 ruth 12.00 
BY Ma i l ,  6 ruth 22.00 
By Mai l  year 40.00 
Senior Cit izen year  
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 





Terrace & Olstrlct 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone'635.6357 
The Catholic Womena 
League (C.W.L.) will hold 
the Fall Bazaar on October 
28, the last Saturday In 
October, at Verlt;~ Hall 
Skeena Valley Rebekah 
Lodge ; Rummage Sale - 
August 26th, 10 am to 2 pm 
Fall Bazaar November 41h 
Both In Elks Hall 
Skeena Valley Fall Fair will 
be kponsorlng a bus trip for 
those people wlshlng to at- 
tend the Smlthers Bulkley 
Valley Fall Fair. 
The bus will leave the front 
of the Terrace Hotel at 7:30 
a.m. on Aug. 26th & return 
from Smlthers felrgr0unds 
~it 6 p.m. Aug. 26th. 
Price - S12.00 return 
18.00 return• special rate for 
senior citizens 
i Non.refundable tickets. 
For more informatlen and•or 
tickets please phone 635.2494 
"631.7019. 
Skeena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
LOCAL ONLY: Company In the Thornhlll 
20 words or less $2.00 ~'per area. Girls between the ages 
Insertion, over 20 words S of 14 and 18 who are In- 
cents per word. Infested please call 635-3061 
3 or more consecutive In. or 638.1269 (ctf) 
sertlons Sl.50 per Insertion. Is your son Interested In 
REFUNDS: S~outs. If so the 1st Terrace 
First Insertion charged for Scout Troop is taking pre 
whether run or not. registration for September. 
Absolutely no refunds after Max number will be 24. If 
ed has been set. Interested call Mrs. Wardrop 
, at 635-3553. Fees will be 
CORRECTIONS: $20.00 per boy. Anyone In- 
Must be made before 2nd terested In helping with 
Insertion. " Scouts please call . 
Allowance can be made for Do You Feel You Have 
only one Incorrect ad . .  A Drinking Problem? 
There Is help 
BOX NUMBERS: Avallablel 
75 cents pick up. Phone 635,%36 
$1.25 mailed. ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: Meetings: 
Rates available upon Man.: 8:30 p.m. United 
request. Church 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED Thurs. or Sat. 8:38 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
'RATE: * Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 
22 cents per agate line. 10:00 to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
Minimum charge ~.00 per 
Insertion. SKEENA CENTRE 
Skeene Centre offers to the 
LEGAL- POLITICAL AND Senior Citizens of the 
TRANSl  ENT AD-  Terrace and Thornhillarea 
VERTISING: the following services. 
113.60 per column Inch. • Activity Centre for han. 
dlcrafts 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: • Day Care for working 
14.00 per line per month, people 
On a 4 month basis only. . Orop•ln for companionship 
& coffee, 
DEADLINE Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
Transportation availahle. 
DISPLAY: Contact Skeenavlew Ledge 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to; 635.2265 
publication day. : Skeena Health Unit ' 
.3215.2 Eby Street , 
CLASSIFIED: Terrace, B.C. 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 635.6307 •
publication day. The'following are a few of 
the services offered locally ~ r 
ALL  CLASSIFIED CASH by your Health Unit Staff: 
WITH ORDER other than CHILD HEALTH CON- 
BUSINESSES WITH AN FERENCES. 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT.. Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
Service charge of S5.50 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
+,)A/+ - ~**...*-4 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
aS.00 production charge for 
wedding end.or engagement 
picturee. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensatlen. Payable In 
advance. 





• Narrlages . 5.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
,'~ernorlal Notices 5.50 
PHONE 63,5.6357 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop; 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
Wood preducts we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
!JPlC-k,uP • .,~ 
INCH ES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more information phone 
635-3747 or 635:3023. 
Reprints of photos which 
appear In The Herald are 
new available through our 
office. $x7 prlntsare S4each 
and 8x10 prints are ~. 
Photos can be ready within 
48 hours from the time the 
order is made. All reprints 
must be prepaid. For more 
Information drop into our 
office at 3212 Kalum, or write 
us at Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 4B4. 
A Heathor.Tartan Society Is 
being formed with the in. 
terest of premoflng Scottish 
cultural interest and events. 
Interested persons should 
contact Eleanor Halley at 
~s.~ as'~en as~s~ib!e, 
Ripe Relief 
• Abortion Councalling 
& Crisis Lien for 
Women • 
635.8388 
Weight W'ai~chers meetin~ 
beldlvery Tueldey at 7 p.m. 
at the K~x United Church 
Hall, 490/ LAzelle Avmue. 
WATER ACT Houseparents 
Section 20 for Rrn,,n Home 
FILE NO. 0177742 On Septu,,u=r 1,t 1~)78, 
Condltlonal Water Llcence "houseparents wi~'l-~ be 
20229, Spring Creek, required to operate a 
authorizes the dlvorslon and TEENAGE group home In 
useof 10 acre feet per annum Terrace, B.C., for six 
of water, and 1,000 gallons a children. Houseparents must 
day of water for Irrigation be emotionally mature, and 
and domestic (stock will require the following 
watering) purpose for use on qualificationS: 
District. Lot 982, Range 5, An ability to understand, 
Coast District. accept and work with 
children who may have some 
This Ilcence has became degree of a social or 
subject to cancellation for emotional disturbance: 
failure by the licensee for An ability to provide el- 
three succasslve years to fecflve parenting and to 
make beneficial use of the maintain good standards of 
water for the purpose and In physical as well as emotional 
themanoerauthorizedunder care for children: 
the Iicence. An ability to manage well 
in all areas of living, In- 
Notice is hereby given that 
unless cause to the contrary 
is shown within 50days of the 
date of the fourth puhllcation 
of the notice the said IIcen, ca 
will be cancelled. 
H.D. DeBeck 
Comptroller of Water Rights 
Parliament Buildings 
Victoria, B.C. 
For Sale, European antique 
oak dining room suite, table, 
5 chairs, china cabinet and 
buffet. Phone 635-7448. (ps. 
• 14) 
Second hand trig and stove in 
very good condition,. $175 
each, If Interested please 
call 635.6748. The is 1925 
Bobsein Rd., Terrace. (p4- 
13) 
Canopy for Sale, 635.9589. 
(p5.14) 
Trailer hitch for Bronco. 
Also new control unit for 
trailer brakes. Phone 635- 
5416. (c5-14) 
1:30- 3:50 p.m. Please phone 
i for an appointment ~ Hourly & con.tr~qct 
..'. : Held at ThofrRfiTI "~" *+~'~ 3~-3479an~/fl+me 
Recreation Centre on the (A J12) 
fourth Friday of every 
- ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 

















, (Wes Andrews) 
Backhoe Woi'k 
c lud lng  househo ld  
operations, budgeting, and Excellent ha~; for sale from 
planning constuctlve and. storage. Prico reasonable. 
creative activities for the Phone 845.7707 Houston. 
children In the home. (c10.19) 
Co-operation with the 
Ministry of Human For Sale: Paper (rollends) 
Resources and other com- 
munity resources Is essential 
In meeting each child's need. 
Group home services are 
contracted for by the 
Ministry of Human 
Resources. Contract is 
negotiable. Please submit a 
complete resume In care of 
Mr. D. Anonby, District 
Supervisor, Ministry of 
Human Resources, 4506 
Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 1P4. Terms of 
references for contracturat 
arrangements may be 
clarified at your local office 
of the Mlnlstry of Human 
Resources. Closing date Is 
August 19, 1978. 
month from 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
pointment. 
• Babysltters who bring 
children must have parent~ 
written consent for im- 
munizatlon. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed- 
nesday, and Friday from 
3:00 - 4:10 p.m. by ap- 
pelntment only. 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd. jobs for the johless.~-" 
Phone 635-4535. 3238 Kalum 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We, buy copper, brass all 
metals and batteries. 
Location - Seal Cove 
Open till 5 p.m. Mon. to Sat. 
Ptlone 624-5639 . 
THE HOBBY NUT.• 
and waste-paper suitable for 
crafts. Pick up hy the lot at 
the Herald office. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held .throughout 
the year at Intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in the home for 
these who need It on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
• For4yearoldchlldren. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for 
appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday at- 
ternqon at 1:00 - 2:00 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appolntment. 
SAN ITATION 
The public health Inspectors 
ere now situated In Eby 
Street. They wlll be pleased 
to asslst wlth any eanltatlon 
problems. 
Speech and Hearing Clinic 
Held at 4612 Greig Avenue. 
Hearing tests will be done by 
by referral from family 
doctor or community health 
nurse. 638-1155. 
Pr'~g'~'n't"an-'d" in need of 
support? 
Call for heN. ~rom ~ight.to. 
Life promoters: 
Lisa at 635.3164 
Carol at 635.5136 
Janna at 635.4503 
'LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No.205-4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at " No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
J Join the 
I BLOCK PARENT 
I program 
I call 635 3164 
I 
Ce;am ic "supplies and 
Greenware; air brushing 
available - custom firing. 
3936 McNeil St. 
635-9393 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reco)~dltioned bikes and 
repairs. 
Reasonable rates. 
1931 Queensway Dr. 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TANKS PRE-KAST 
F, or Immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 
"lnslston the Best" 
PHON E 635.3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING 
Wanted chambermaid plus 
other duties. Steady part- 
time, leading to full-time. 
Starling $4.00 per hr. Only 
mature, conciencous, 
reliable person with ex. 
parlance & ref. need apply. 
Write Box 1182, Terrace 
Herald 
Part time, could become full 
time counter representative. 
Must be neat and pleasant. 
Call 635-7722. (c3-12) 
Babysitter required Im- 
Wanted - 175 motor for 
Kawasakl motor bike. Phone 
635-3263 after 6 pm or Gord at 
635.4941 during the day. (sff) 
4AT Trackers on 15x10 CDN 
rims, GM-Chev, Phone 635. 
5092 (ctf) 
For Sale 36"x24' culvert for a 
well. P.O. Box 714. (c10.13) 
Wanted, used Small fridge 
suitable for cottage. 635-6357. 
(stf) 
Plywood Shed 8x12 ft, 26" 
colour TV in good working 
APPRAISERS order, bird cage & stand, 
gold sofa & chair In good 
are required by the B.C. condition. 635.2400. (p3.13) 
Assessment Authority for its 
Northwest Area Assessment Full set golf clubs, Ken 
Office located in Terrace. Venturlslgnatureset. Bag & 
Duties Include: under cart Included. Phone 635. 
minimal supervision, per- 2744. (c3-13) 
forming moderately com- 
plex resldentlahcommerclal For Sale, G.E. Frldge.'Good 
" and I ighf"indusfr!al ap. ~:0nditiofi. $175. Viking 
praisals; ability to co- Electric Stove, continuous 
ordinate and be responsible cleaning. $175. 4816 Lean. 
for specific mass appraisal 638.1050. Ip3-14) 
projects; preparation of land 
va luat ion  schedules;  For Sale,:2 housetraller 
researching, developing and axles, springs, tlr~s and 
maintaining current price electric brakes. AI con. 
castings as a supplement o dition, $350 firm. Phone 638- 
existing cost Valuation 1916. (p3.13) 
manuals; field work and 
travel as required; other 
related duties as assigned. 
Applicants will possess 
secondary  schoo l  Trade your house ormobile 
graduation; successful home for a house In sunny 
completion of appraisal .Pentlcton, 1 yr old house, 
courses 1 and 2 leading to stucco, 1188 sq ft, carpeted, 
• accreditatlon (A.A.C.I. or on 2 floors, 2 fireplaces, 2 
R.I.(B.C.)) Olploma or utility hookups, and 1 
equivalent; a minimum of 
21/2 years appraisal ex- 
perience preferably sup- 
plemented by technical 
courses relating to building 
trades or University 
education In related fields; 
ability to meet, deal tactfully 
and communicate ar- 
ticulately with the general 
public; clear and valid 
driver's Ilcence. A lesser 
qualified applicant may be 
appointed at an entry level 
appraisal position with 
corresponding salary. 
Monthly Salary: $1509.73 .
$1786.90 
Competltlon No. 78 - 80 
Closing Date: August 25, 1978 
Application forms may be 
obtained from the various 
assessment offices located 
throughout the province. 
Please direct completed 
application forms to: 
Director • Personnel 
B.C. Assessment Authority 
1537 Hillside Avenue 
VICTORIA, B.C. 
V8T 4Y2 
mediately for one • nine rE NEED YOU 
month old baby. My home II 
preferred. Phone 635-9743 1La,~,,~ine~ la l~.hnTir urret 
after 6 p.m. (c3-12) II '~  . . . . . . . . .  "'-- 
... ~ II NtiHing Machine -Ol~rators 
Full or part.time. Here isan | ~.12~our 
opportunity to earn extra IIRacllal Drill . Operators 
money', $6. $8 per hour. ~B.~ur 
Training is available. For ~le to set up and olxrate. 
Iritervlews Call Marnte 635. 
a501anytime (Fuller Brush) 
tctt ) 
Needed Avon represen- 
tatives in the following 
areas: 
North Kalum, Graham Ave, 
Golf Course. Phone 635.2517 
.m.Atlm: • Surrey, B.C. 
10 minutes from U.S. border 
15 minutes from New West,minster 
30 minutes from Vancouver, 
An~e housing for rent or.purchme. E 
c~rm~ic we ~ !~ I 
quality .ind.'trial wtr¢~..' " • 
(~ ica l  ~d hydrauliC! 
in a good w0¢ldng mvlronment. 
Take this opl~ortunity to work 
with an ambitious learn and 
mloY the aclvantaqes of rural 
living. 
Call us now or c0ntacl your 
local Omada N~lnpower Cmtff  
for more irfforrf~tion * 
Gemmfic r.ompaw 
11400. I)2nd ~drest 
I SIRT1W, B.C. V3T 4X4 
I 
Looking for an elderly 
caretaker to take care of 2 
duplexes. Must have ex. 
perlence with pumps and 
septic tanks. Rent Free. 
Phone 635.6502. Ask for 
Dennis Nadeau. (c5•12) 
bedroom in law suite. 3 
.blocks to lake. Phone 635- 
4380 ask for Dal• (p5•15) 
For Sale 20 ft. wooden river 
boat with 55 hp Chrysler 
motor with jet unit also 
spare leg with prop (new), 
three gas tanks, new anchor, 
new life jackets, new marine 
battery and complete new 
rack and pinion steering. 
$2,000.00 firm. Phone 635. 
5937 nights, 6381613 Days. 
(ctf) 
2Oft Flat bottom river boat c. 
w motor & tandem trailer. 
Phone 635.9523 after 5. (p5- 
16) 
For Rent, large bedroom 
duplex. Frldge & stove, 
fireplace, w•w carpet, 
washer & dryer hook.up. 
Phone 635-5634.. (p3.13) 
( ,~ I~|  ProvinCe Of 
• "~--II British Columbl~" 
GOVERNMENTOF 8.C. 
CLERK TYPIST 2 
FOR: Ministry of the At. 
torney General . Sheriff's 
Office, Terrace 
REQUIRES: 2 years 
clerical experience and a 
typing speed of 50 w.p.m. 
Canadian citizens are 
given preference. 
SALARY: 5985.$1077 plus 
isolation allowance of 
S52.80 
Obtain applications from 





To Sell or Rent with option to 
buy, 1974 mobile home, 3 
bedroom 12'x62'An excellent 
condition. On a large land- 
scaped lot, garden area, 
green house, fully fenced. 
Very close to school. 
Available Immediately. Call 
635.3286 or 635.7657. (p3-13) 
Wanted to rent, 2 bedroom 
house. Close to school 8, 
town. Wanted no later than 
Oct. I. Phone 635.3682 or 638- 
1587. (ctf) 
Wanted for Rent. Single 
woman, college professor 
wishes to rent. apartment, 
suite or small house. Phone 
635-4751. (C3-13) 
For Sale, 4' year old 4 ~. 
bedroom house with 
fireplace, work-room, rec Choice Property For Sale 
room, patio, fenced in yard. Just under ! acre corner 
View at 46,10 Walsh, or phone property with paved street 
635.2667. Asking $62,000. (pS- In front. 
16) Four rental units with new 
plumbing & hot water 
Home For Sale: tanks. 
One •year old three Two bedroom house, with 
bedroom home. ~Walnut work shop cement floor. 
cabinets, w to w carpets, Very good well two blg 
with partial ly finished gardens & lawn with trees 
basement. Fully land. & shrubs. 
scaped on paved st. Phone Room for expenslon on 
after 6 pm 635-7367. corner ver'y reasonable for 
.cash some terms possible.. 
House for Sale. A three ISome lumber & menyl  
bedroom house for sale, lextras mostly all fu r - |  
close to Hospital and school, |nlshed. J 
wall to wall carpet, oneanda i Apply: R.A. Clerk . 635-| 
half washrooms, all fenced, I after 6 p.m. (p10.37)| 
beautiful porch and nice 13198 | 
shack on the back. Asking 
$32,800. For more In- 
formation 635.2910. (p5-14) 
~ ~  + ~  1.5 acres. AII year spring fed 
creek. Very secluded and 
nicely treed. One mile from 
town. Asking 811,900. Write 
Box 714 Terrace. (p20.17) 
:OR SALE .BY OWNER For Rent, tully sorvlced & 
Bdrm, full Bsmt, Rec.  fenced lot for mohHe home 
~, 2 lull  Baths, 2 with 12x40garage. SBO.00 per 
Fireplaces, w w carpet, month. 635-6924. (p5.1,1) 
;undeck, many extras. 
Located on bench on 
~enner St. To view call 635- 
)O5 i i  
Movin8 to Terrace, require 1974 Ford !/2 ton pickup 360 
3-4 bedroom home, wil! motor auto, Radial fires, 
m~bltabl, wJ]]b~ to l'eltt or electl'onlc Ignition. Phone 
lease, references, security 635.9580 after 4 (c4-9) 
deposit, mature family of 
tt~ae. Refer inquiries to The '73 Truck, 8' camper with 
Herald-.Box ~1178,. T~race, ..~ lacks~and'lns01~todc~o~; 
B.C. (ct.f) 1/2 tonP. Up, PB PS~700~r~ 
best offer. 635-9~8 
Boarding homes for high 
school students to attend For Sale: 1971 GMC Van- 
school in Terrace from dura, PB, New rebuilt 
September 78 to June 30, 1979 engine. New paint. Asking 
mum and board rate S175 per $3100. Phone 635.2080 after 6 
month• For further in- p.m. (p5.16) 
formation DIAL 635.7127 local 
19 (c20-20) 1974 Plymouth Road Runner. 
400 mag. c.w extras. 635.9523 
By owner, modern 3 after 5.(p5.16) . . . .  
bedrooms, nicely kept, w.w, . 
near schools, centrally For Sale, 1969 Fargo Van. 
located. 10 percent 635.7639. (p5-16) 
assumable mortgage. 
Asking In 30's. Phone 638. 1974 Ford Bronco ranger, V- 
1970. (c3.13) • 8, 4 wheel drive. Good 
condition. Phone" 635-6844 
after 5. (c10-14) 
1974 Ford I/2 ton" 360 
Wantedto Rent. Responsible automatic with radial fires 
couple urgently requires 2 electric Ignition. Phone 635. 
bedroom accomodatlon. 9580 after 4. (p10.17) 
References available. Phone 
Angela at 635-6585. 8:30 - 1978 Ford Fiesta, Brand new 
4:30, 635.6447 after 6 p.m. condltion, open to offers. 632. 
(ctf) 5271. (c5-15) 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
LEGAL STENOGRAPHER 
Required by young, progressive legal firm. Legal 
experience helpful but not essential. Dlcatphone ex. 
perlence and good basic knowledge of general office 
procedures. Salary commensurate with experience. 
Phone 638-1137 to arrange apIx)lntment for interview. 
EXCELLENT BUY 
The price on this home has been reduced as owners are 
anxious to sell. If you would like to own a large, well 
kept four bedroom home (3 up and 1 down), with an. 
suite plumbing, two dining rooms, large family room 
with built In bar, extra large sundeck with cement 
patio beneath, dishwasher, custom made drapes, two 
fireplaces, wall to wall carpet throughout, roughed In 
bath and laundry area with washer and dryer, large lot 
nicely landscaped, greenhouse, and close to both high 
schools, please phone 635.3316 between the hours of 
5:30 and 7:00 p.m. for an apl~intment toview. 
ml I I I  
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
2§" x 36" 
12 sheets only- 3 , ' /~  
Suitable for roofing 
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kahm St. Terraoe 
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For Sale, rare 1968 mustang 
California special, excellent 
condition. 638.1666 Days, 635. 
4675 Everllngs. (p3-13) 
1973 8013 Mazda Sedan. Low 
mlleago, good condltlen, new 
fires, new exhaust system. 
Asking $1500. Phone 638.1553 
or 635-2047. (p3-13! 
i 
1974 Datsun 710 4 spcl. 40,000 
miles. 5 summer & S winter 
radials. Radio, tapedeck. 
Good condition. Best offer. 
635.2084. (p5.13) 
Leaving :iown and must sell 
1973 Mazda pickup. Low 
mileage. Very clean con- 
ditlon. Call 6354~Pl after 6, 
/98-2567, ask for Bob. 
'66 Plymouth Sattellte. PS, 
PB, bucket seats, 3 SlXI, New 
Trans, 318 motor, air shocks 
& new tlree, t300.00 Phone 
638.1385. (p5.13) 
For Sale 1978 Dodge Van less 
than 4,000 km, super prlce. 
Phone 635-6781. (p10.18) 
56" Safeway doublewide 
1440 sq ft. Includes all 
malor appliances, large 
garden shed and fonclng. 3 
~edrooms, 2full baths, and 
fireplece. Set up and fully 
~klrted In Cedarvlew at no. 
il.4619 Queensway Drive 
[Timberland Trai ler  
Park). $26,000 Phone 635. 
7429. (ctf) ,, 
r !.' I i~v~ c,okmua n,~unm ~Invitation toTender 
Sealed Tenders, marked 
Now Main Entrance Doors 
for Northwest Community 
College, Terrace, B.C. will 
'be received up to 3:00 p.m. 
local time the 6th day of 
September 1978, and those 
m 
Far Sale 1977 Ford F250. 
Superceb camper special. 
11,000 miles. 6,15.4035. [?5.13) 
1975 GMC Jimmy 4x4 350 4 
barrel - 2 complete Sets of 
fires. Low mileage. 8 track & 
casseHe. Factory options. 
No reasonable offer refused. 
Phone after 6, 635.2615. (!)6- 
13) 
1968 Rambler Rebel. Station 
wagon. Phone 635-4856. (c~- 
13) 
1977 GMC Sprint, in excellent 
condition, equipped with TA 
radials and other extras. 
Phone 635.2396. (I)3-12) 
1970 Chev ~ ton. 3 tanks, PS, 
PB. Good condition $1,700. 
..... Phone 635.~16..(c$,14) . 
1974 Ambassador trailer 3 
bedroom, lV= baths, Ioey 
shack, sundeck, Set.up, and 
skirted at Timberland 
Trailer Court no. 22. Phone 
635-59/1. (p10-18) 
10x50' - 2 bedroom trailer for 
• sale. Set-up In trailer court. 
Large Ioey shack. For quick 
sale $2,500 or highest offer. 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
Estate of the deceased: 
WALL, Donald Charles late 
of R.R. nr. 2 Hampton Rd., 
Terrace, B.C. 
Creditors and ethers having 
claims against the said 
estate(s), 
required to ~end them duly 
verified to the PUBLIC 
TRUSTEE, 
Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6Z' 
2C5, before September 6, 
1978, after which date the 
sssets of the said estate will 
be 
regard only to claims that 
have been received. 
CLINTON W. FOOTE 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE 
available at that time will be Reg. ~/, Arabian mare, 4 yrs. 
opened In public at British old. Excellent disposition, 
Columbia Buildings Cor- good show and breeding 
potation, 4827 Kelth Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 K7 
Tendering documents may 
be obtained at the above 
address after 9:00 a.m. on 
the 17th day of August 1978. 
Tenders must be filed on the 
forms provlded, In sealed, 
clearly marked envelopes. 
The lowest or any Tender 
will not necessarily he ac- 
cepted. 
(.:2.13) 
Invitation to tender for 
maintenance of assorted 
prospect. 
Reg. ~/~ Morgan gelding, 1V= 
yrs. old. Offer will be con- 
sldered. Phone 635-7448. (p5- 
14) 
MILY LIFE i 
RE FUN J 
weekend Relaxation 
Psychiatrist _Eugene B.F. 
tropical plants at the B.C. Riley of New York has ob- 
served: "Changing the pattern 
Hydro Divisional Centre, of living entirely, even for 
5220 Kelth Ave. Terrace, just a weekend, can give you 
B.C. Infarmatlon can be a fresh perspective on prob- 
obtained from F.L. Janauer lems, a better sense ol 
ettheabeveaddress. Closing ~ 
date .for submission of 





No brokerage fees 
No finder's fees 
FAST SERVICE 
board injuries that 'will be 
serious enough to require 
treatment. This is approxi- 
of mately 10 timesthe number 
- -  of skateboard injuries re- 
W ~ corded 3 or 4 years ago, The 
II large percentage of the vic- tims in these cases will be children 5 to 15 years of 
~.~ ~ age. While it's tree that 
'~/~ I~  most skateboard injuries are 
"~~ ~, ; ,  minor scrapes and bruises, 
serious accidents are not 
T "~>' uncommon, with some re- 
i ' ;  suiting in physical disability 
proport ion about •what is . . .  even death. 
Probably no member of important. This can be more 
beneficial than...a two-week 
jaunt that simply transplants tial dangers of skateboard- 
the 
with tensions, pressures and 
schedules intact." 
Phone 635-5502. (c5.13) 
For sale 1971 Glendale Ask for Mortgage Services 
Trailer. Fully furnished, In . 468~F[~kel~eAvenue 
excellent shape, on V~, acre . . . . .  TERRACE 
treed & landscaped lot, with 635.7207 
work shop, Ioey shack & 
wood shed. Must be seen to 
be appreciated. Priced to 
sell. Phone 638.8224. (p5-13) 
For Sale: three 12'x52', 2 
bedroom semi.furnished 
Safeway Trailers. Units 
complete with blocking, fuel 
tanks, axles and wheels. 
Asking ~6,000. Call J. Hut- 
chlngs Box 727, Stewart, BC. 
Phone 636-2660. (p20-1s) 
I 
MOBILE HOMES 
~ew mobile homes from 
as low as $100.00 down, 
O.A,C. 
Set up and delivered 
trades welcome 
Phone collect 591-510,' 
(ctf 
Rent or Purchase 1972 12x68 
Paramont house trailer with 
fireplace near stores and 
schools, on. private lot. Rent 
$255. per month with option 
to buy or purchase $9,500 
open to offers. Will carry 
second morgage If nec. 
Phone 112-762-4612. Write 
Joe Rorke, Gon Oel, Win- 




To Your Location 
are now available on our 
lovely 14 wide and 
douhlewlde mobile homes. 
You choose your decor, and 
we custom build to sult. 
Government grant of S2S0~ 
eppllcable. Expense paid 
fare Vancnuver - Return. 
For free credit check and 
approval please phone 
collect. 





'" 12x54 2-'bedroom house 
trailer with large Ioey shack 
and sundeck. Set up and 
sklrtad In local treller park. 
Unfurnished. Asking $5,500 
or closest offer.. 6M.ff~97 or 
635-4250. (C3.13) 
For Sale: 1976 McGinnls 
12x68 Trailer with 8x16 Joey 
shack & g'x24' Veranda. 3 
bdrms & will sell furnished 
or unfurnished. Phone 635- 
9750 or, view at no. Ig 5016 
Park Ave. 
Come on in or call the nearest Near New York -- in Stam- 
office of Household Finance ford, Conn.--a hotel is mak- 
ing it easy to do just what 
.the::dootor'~order~¢d. At the 
. Marriott a couplecan staytwo 
nights in "a spacious room,, 
breakfast in bed, brunch on 
Sunday, and check out late 
the second afternoon, all for 
$69.90 complete. The hotel 
has an indoor/outdoor pool. 
Golf, tennis and sailing are 
17' Travelalr, Electric minutes away. Cares and 
brakes, stove, furnace, & troubles seem much further 
Icebox. Can sleep 6. 635-5416. away. 
(c5.14) 
For sale, '72, 11' Security 
camper fully equipped. 
Phone anytime 635-9734. 
Asking $3,000. (c5-14) 
• For Sale. 1976 Starcrafl tent 
trailer with stove, frldge, 
furnace and canopy. Like 
new condition. Phone 635. 
3241. 
Kit Camper for sale; 10V= ft. 
long. like new only 3 yrs old, 
with follet & shower. 
Completely self contained. 
Phone 635.4625. (p5-13) 
1970 Streamline Taller 
(aluminum) 2S', sleeps 4, 
completely self contained, 
air conditioning. Excellent 
condition. Phone 635.6772, 
leave message for Wayne. 
(p6.13) 
For Sale, 25' Citation motor 
home. Made by Bendix. 
Fully equipped. In excellent 
condition. Very low mileage. 
Phone 632.5546. (c10-11) 
8V= ft. Slumber Queen 
Camper. Frldge, stove, 
oven, Jacks. 635.4327. (p3.13) 
Does your building need 
exterior painting? Call 635. 
4906 Kermode Friendship 
Centre. LEave name and 
phone numoer for Terry. 
Free Estimate. (stf) 
Dlvorcei Sl00. plus filing 
fees. Obtain your lawyer 
supervised divorce over the 
phone . fastl Call Self- 
Counsel Services toll tree 
112.800-663-3007. Chargex 
and Mastercharge accepted. 
(4-13) 
dweller giving item 
1 Wager humble -- 1 Belfry, 11 ~ i 
The Skateboard Rolls Ahead In Popularity...And Injury Go to where the students 4 Alan or ~ Finale 
The idea of taking roller allow their children to use a are-that's one way to get Robert d~lCertain ~Co l~t  | lB t t~ . 
skate wheels and putting skateboard without know- the real flavor of a place ST hl~k slice fiddle 3 Lacking ~Israeli pert 
them on a board started ing rite basic rules of safety, you're visiting. Some places 
long before the present The following is a lbtpub-  are especially worth a visit. I~Tlnlepast Is Dutch artlat " Sinblllty ~lWet'dwlth 
skateboard craze. During lished by the' American New York. Visit The 13 New Meflco ~Act0r lVllne0 4 Likem0dem wire or : 
the depression, any kid that Chiropractic Asmeiation. Library, a restaurant and resort 61Pierre's music spinal 
are hereby couldn't afford a scooter You should explain and bar frequented by many 14Ram let's. ,girlfriend $PJ~br, ml Z/Girl's 
used an orange crate, a Stress the importance of students from Columbia 
two-by-four and two old these rules to your children University. It's at Broadwa~ 0penh~ 5| Cap~tene map nidman~ 
words ~ Fill In the e~ar l ,  z9 SpOUt 
800 Hornby skates to make his own as they may reduce the 
runabout. But it wasn't un- chances of serious injury. 15 A-0ne dotted line 7 Ruins or one{clay 
til the 60's that the idea of a 17 01d S7 Otherwise remaii~ 31 
flat~ s~eedy platform caught ~ ~ ~  -~.~ 15 Chlnese ~8 ruinable 8Certain counh~. 
on.~ It~ was ?robably the. ~-~ ~ ~  dynasty stone comedian $1Aet 
distributed, having resdlt Of the interest in surf ridi'ng which was one of the , 19Central ~Par t0 f  9Newspaper &IG01~or 
• "features of our beautiful idea Q.E.D. nameplate oliver 
5Oth state--Hawaii. _~.-. / . :~3K/ ( : : :  :~-jl Zl Work ~ Check 10 .Aid ~ Aye 
:~ For a while, skateboarding ~ ~ diligently el" I t  Had 11 EiW, llsh ~Weathervane 
~seemed that it was bnly ~lW0rdwith to re - "  hlstertan pedUon 
• going to be a short-lived fad. 
But now skateboarding is CollegeeateryinPuertoRic~x sack Average s01utiou time: 25 min. 40Decrease 
Dock- 43 Inhibit 
back-and bigger than ever. Buy a Good 8kuteboard. Puerto Rico. Go to Rin- worker's IBI~ qsmSIEIAmsI'rlAIKIE~J IS Persian or 
Needless to say, there's Skateboards that are well- IAI. ~;IHIIEILIMiEI i IDIEI~ 
little similarity between the constructed may cost a little con de Espana in Hato Rey, org. • Maltene 
a suburb of San Juan. The S~. skateboard and skate more, but they are much student luncheonette is ~ On the - ~ ~ IS]~0w~'a 
scooter of 40-some years safer. However, no matter right next to the University (fleeing) lnllleu 
ago, other than the human how expensive the board, it of Puerto Rico, I11 Eleanor ~soflened 47 Asian ruler 
propulsion. And there's should be inspected regu- Roosevelt Street, Hato Rey. ~ Put away, " 48 Latvian 
quite a difference between lady for hazards like Iome 
the sport of today and the nuts or screws, wheels that Par/s. At the student asm0ney HI-~]~IVlAINIAiA~TI/~ t~Cameo,~ 
fad that rolled by us so stick or are worn. square, Place du Tertre near ~(: 
quickly several years ago• Wear Protective Clothing. the white domed Sacre 34 Reimburse ~ , ~  some eases 
For one thing, the boards A helmet is important. Head Coeur church, choose one 38 Mier0seopic 53 Greek letter 
themselves are different, injuries are among the m0et of the open air restaurants 0pe~ ;ILD[OiC)41~IEiRIEITI $4 Reeout: 
They're slicker-with ure- serious. Also, elbow pads, and watch the student- ~/FaS]l/ou p~)]IINITiPIARi/d~IEI comb. form 
thane wheels that grip bet; knee pads and gloves can't' artists haggle over price with 39 Jellylike 7-7 $$ Austral~m 
ter and ride smoother than hur t . . ,  but falling without potential customers. - - -  8ttbetance Answer to yesterday's puzzle, bird 
the old metal ones., They're them can! 2"o~yo. ~top a~ one oz me 
available in various shapes There are certain "common aria non t be surpnasd when 
and sizes and prices ranging sense" rules a skateboarder a Japanese student plunks a ~ ~I  5" 
from $15 to $100 or more. can follow to eliminate co|n into the jukebox, and 
But as the popularity of some of the possibilitius of out comes the latest in I Wl 
"sidewalk surfing" has in- accidents, f l )  Don't angle .American music. The stu- 
. . . . .  . - -o  • | 
cr~.d ,  so hsa the number non.skid tapeto  the tepaen.r.st.ove,lt: , . J ILI 
of injuries. It is estimated surface of the board. This . montrem. "rne pmce re.see 
that this year there will be could prevent a neceasarYm. Place.Jseques Cart|er, ~l ~:~.~ ~-  2~ ~ 
more than 40,000 skate- "al|~|n.'nn" • free" of the board wnere, oumoore you nave 
to avoid injury. (2) Stay out gmtar players and folk. sing- ~ " Z7 
of the street! Cars can seem ere on the mall, while in- 
t °c°me°ut° fnowhere" 'a°° rs  °nb°thaldes°f"the ~--1! " ; '1~ )~ 
and so can skateboarders, street are some of the finest 
The rasuit of the two meet- French restaurants m .the 
skateboarder, here on ing can be disastrons t°  the w°dd "-many o'with Paces ang  p a aman w lks area , b . . . . . . . . .i  heavilyoisThor car, to s nadanger  truck "m°ving bu y tra elledgreat (3) 1~(4) orD  m°f hopping bicycl , vehi ltmnjury 'Nev rts d -"rim• no 'sh' I;" stuoents .vI"~-e, M thers F,=-~hl |  and _._ matter .-.., I~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .    c  morIV]a~ ~e~l'r~ I e,,,,,,~, ,, ~a||ora .. .U Iwhat calledin [: |Danish, T" 1 ..  ,i"they I" rmere -,-,." ~,o,I~ ~but 'r~ " i i ! ! 
It's easy to end Up losing i / ' 
control or even being mn [ 
the healing arts professions over. i 
is more aware of the poten- Assuming you take all the L'~gYI~UlP 7-7 
precautions, go one step 
family unit, complete ing than the doctor of fu r ther - -don ' t  underesti- I Y IXC  WQ Y I W Q H J B HB OY X D H 
chiropractic, for many of the mate the seriousness of any 
injuries involve damage to accident. Make sure you Y D Y I H J O W C E R B E R Q J B E 
the neck, back and spine, give immediate attention to 
And even where serious in- even the ~slightest injury. 
jury has not occurred, there And even if ,no injury is Yestml~y's Cryptoquip . THRIVING I GIADIOLI CAN. 
iS'a:high incidence of spinal suspected, as a responsible 
rnis~ignment which occurs parent of a youngster 
as a result of "minor falls, caught up in the skateboard 111e ~ulF  is a ~nple ~l~tltutlou cipher in whkh ~eh 
bumps and jolts." These can craze, you can't afford to letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, It 
create structural problems overlook the need for regu- will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, hort words, 
~vhich may interfere with lar spinal examinations by called, they deserve the finest and words u~ing an ap~tr0phe ~ give you chics to 10eating 
normal nerve function to your family doctor of chiro- of gifts for Mother's Day. vowels. Solution is accompli~ed bytrial and error, 
the vital organs, practic. Sure mother-pleast  are ©19/8 King Features Sy~lkate, l e. 
Doctors of chiropractic Skateboards cam be full, Collector's Pla~v~ from Svend 
across the country are con- but proper safety and health Jansen of Denmara. Extraor- JASPER, Canada's Safety Bear 
eerned about parents who precautions must be ~aKen. dinary concern for quality 
and detail is evident in each ~ [PROTECTING of the l imited ed i t ion  Y 0 U R H EA R T Mother's Day Plates, The . ' '  
• series, begun in 1970, is dell- ." ° 
cately painted in classic 
Chicken Is "V . I . F . "  In New Eating Style Copenhagen blue tones on a 
Never before has the com- bas relief design. 
mon chicken occupied a Each 7 1/2-inchplate under- 
THRILL NOVICE GARDENER.~:r::~',~! .~..~!.....: "~.~, . . . .  ~,'~,; 
.... ~,, . . . . .  Todo~'#~ryptSqulpdue:.C eq~sls L : , . '  , 
IThe Secret 'Life- -)f The OForest 
, LEARNING HOW TO LOOK 
Next time you re in a because the leaves on the off to your ri~lt or left, he's 
forest, look around mere trees are not yet fu l ly  really looking at you. bb -  
carefully. You'll be cur- formed. • bite' eyes are on the side of 
prised how much there is to Lift up a fiat rock to see their heads, and look off in 
see. asemple of the abundantlife oppmite directions. That 
3 pounds chicken parts Heat corn oil margarine the dozens of creatures you detect your slightest motion. 
may see are black, shiny pill To celebrate this life in the I can (1 pound 3 ounces) and oil in Dutch oven or 
tomatoes, chopped large heavy saucepan. Add bugs and sow bugs--not bugs forest you may want to 
I cup chicken broth chicken and brown well. at all, but close relatives of make a whistle. Pick up a 
I cup sliced onion Add tomatoes, chicken small twig. Split it. Hollow 
This colorful casserole 1/4 cup chopped parsley broth, onion, parsley, salt, out  a sect ion  of both 
• halves. Place a blade of combination will evoke the 2 teaspoons salt pepper, bey leaf and garlic.. THE ANGLEWING is onn grass between the two 
successes:time'h°n( ..... ENCORE!I pro;so of all 1/41 teaspoon pepper medium bay leaf heatC°ver25andminutes.Cook ov rAdd rleei°W of  the  few butterf l ies halves together. Then blow- 
you can see in early spring, vigorously. CHICKEN AND RICE 1 medium elove garlic, and cook 10 minutes; stir Here he is sunning him. 
2tablespoonsFleiseh- minced occasionally. Add peas and self on a t r i l l ium flower, i i~ !~i ~ :I~ '~ '~q~ 
mann's Corn Oil Mar- 1-1/4 cups uncooked rice cook 10 minutes longer, or ~ , ' ~ 
garine 1 package (10 ounces) until done and all liquid is In the forest, life is every- ~ ~::~:-~,~'~ 
2 tablespoons vegetable oil frozen peas absorbed. Makes 6 servings, where . . ,  above your head, ~.,.~' ~i 
beneath your feet, all around ~:~ 
• you. And the fascination that 
~ 2  ~- 'P /  ~': .":--'-~" "..~" "'UNE.~COj IT'~ I ~' .~. , '~ '~mf , , , . ]  it holds is limited only by 
l~9~l  ~ ~. .  : _~ ~ ~ . ~ :  ~ ~  the time and curiosity for 
~ ' ~ ' ~ : ' ~ " ~ ~ ~  .... " ~ ~ ~ ] ] ] J J I  wonder that you bring ,to it. IN A DEAD LOG, forces 
If you hear a sharp rat-a- that renew l i fe are con- EVEN ATINY PONDteems 
. ,: tat-a-tat, try to follow it. stantly at work-bacteria, with fascinating creatures 
A grateful mother in the Congo, impressed by the United Nations organization's educa- You may see a woodpecker mosses and fungi break up like the water strider skating 
tional work, named her son Unesco. drilling to get nt an insect dead organic matter, creat- around, and the whirligig 
larvabark, burrowi,gyou can seebeneathmore birdsthe ing fer  t i l e  forest soil. beetle going madly in circle|. 
in spring by finding a sunlit lobsters and crawfish-which This article was prepared 
I~  ~-~. ' / . ,C  : • " " '~  ~* '%"  ~ ..," ~ . [ / . .  ~ . .~ . ]  clearing with berry bushes, curl up like shall shells by the St. Regis Paper Com. 
[ ~  '~=,~'~ '¢ , "  d ~ . , . ~ ~  ~ / ~ / ' ~  ~1 Migrating birds frequently to conserv., their body pony, whieh~together with 
J [~  ~'~ ~i " "  / ~" ~"~ - ' ~ ' ~ ~  ~( o ' ,  "-'7 ~ "/~ ff--"~'~,~,. %,~ " / " / "  " " " ' " l '  stOPMostOVerwildflowersin such spot , moisture.You,ll eee a ldt the other members of tAe 
U ~/ ', YI,/~-~'-t ~ ~ ~ L / ~ * ' ~ ~  in the woods in early spring, in the spring becanse they vitally concerned with main. 
r~,-/" . , .~ ,. , ~ ~ 7  , ~ .  ~ '~, .  " ,'4 That's when there is regis- come out to eat the delicious raining the beauty end use. 
~,.  ~ ..r//~r ~ /?~'~ - " '~  ~ ~- ~ ," ~'~'~. i ture in the ground, and sun- young leaves. !f you see one fulness of Arne~ieu's forests 
Some people used to believe that anyone whose evehrnws met must be a werewolf, light can get down to them and he seems to be looking for the generations to come. 
vampire or witch. , ,, i i I 
more prominent role in 
American eating habits. As 
homemakers search for 
appealing low saturated fat 
dishes to tempt their fami- 
lies, the chicken has become 
a "Very Important Food." 
More and more doctors 
are urging Americans to de- 
crease the amount of satura- 
ted fat' in their menus and 
increase the amount of 
cholesterol-lowering foods. 
This means eating fewer 
dairy products and fatty 
meats and more poultry, 
fish and vegetable oils. 
Chicken plays a big role in 
the program. More enticing 
ways to serve the "V.I.F." 
are needed. This Chicken 
and Rice duet is a good 
solution. It is a one-dish 
meal which means little 
cleanup. And it is low in 
saturated fat and high in 
polyunsaturates. Various 
spices and vivid green peas, 
chopped tomatoes, parsley 
and onion co-star with rice, 
,chicken and Fleischmann's 
Corn Oil Margarine. 
Fleisehmann's Margarine 
is made from 100% corn oil. 
No oil is more effective than 
corn oil in reducing the level 
of cholesterol in the blood• 
goes 42 hand operations by 15 
craftsmen and takes 22 1/2 
days to complete. No two 
finished plates are exactly 
alike, for each is painted \~t ~.. 
entirely by hand. When the 
edition is closed, the original 
mold is destroyed so no more 
• can ever be fired• 
• Called "Dreams," the 1978 
edition depicts a boy intent 
on his toy sailboat. It was , 
created by Danish artist Made ~ \ \  ~ ~ [ 
Stage, renowned for his sensi- \ 
tire portrayal of children. ~ { r  L - 
year,Warm Likely to inspire Mother with fin  jewelry,the f elings plateft is365 and vailable d ys epar -inn .~  @~_U~.-. --: .=. j . . .~  ~_~.. ~ ~ 
ment stores throughout he Wreslhn9 in a car is a most dangprous Ihing to do. I 
country. ~ " It can cause a serious accld0nt, be/ore you are through. |
) 
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Giving In to Boy  
Didn't Hold H iml  
By Abigai l  Van Buren 






FOR' rHUI~DAY,  ' 
AUGUST 17,1978 
What kind of day will 
tomorrow be? To find out what 
the stars say, read the 
. forecast ~ivan for your birth 
Sign. ' 
DEA . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~.-. --, • .* , .  
love with a say I~ ~.  Do~z s~.%~t.s..o.~.n, er. "e.ero..~.e Avoidove~d~ yourso~-- 
u with me be_cause ue s_~u s .wo.~n cmc nun go out wtm s tendonov now Temoe~ your 
~e boys as often M.he. wanted co. _ . . . . ambitioni and' desi~s With 
l_gave in to him a io~ OUt I was one of the lucky.ones wno~ conmlon sense 
didn t get pregnant, uonny wozua come ana get me. ana ~,,m,,a ' 
after he got whe~ he wanted, he'd bring me home end take ;~'~"~,~,. , _  ~,, ~-~ 
off to be 'with hJs friends: Abby, I never 88~dlno to him ~n~g-. ,,u~. ,,aa~ d~l ~'~.~,,  -
becatise Iloved him a lot and still do, but he always was in A goon noy ter toomng mzo 
a hurry to get •way from me. unuonul offers --  but with a 
He treato me just great when we're together, but when watchful eye. Especially 
l~nuptohishoueewi~hisal.sterzheisnoreeme.lwant~ favored: legal matters, 
knowwhatDonnyreaUythln~soxme, eucnewoncconm~,~, travel, cultural pursuits. 
himself. I have told him I loved him several times, but he: GEMINI ~ .  
neve r told line that, How can I getDonny back, Abby~ (May 22 to June 21,)~[ - - f  
NO NAME, PLEASE You know what you want 
now, so keep aRer it. Brook 
DEAR NO NAME: I do•'t think you can get Danny i~terfere~ce from no ~e and 
'1~ck" becausa you never redly ~ ~l~-.for .an~v.long~ insist on the pri~cy you need 
than it took him to"get what he wancea nexare t~g el l  to carry out your p~J~S. 
He used you, dear. N•w, be a wise 64ri and make up your CANCER ' ~ ,  
mind to forget him. And never let another boy w you (June 22 to July 22)~ ' 
nsaln-~or you can expect one rejection after anouner. A bit o f  news received 
• DEAR ABBY: Recently our daughter was married to a ~ Y  could have a 
young Californian. His parents came for the wedding and happy impact on your 
stayed"at bur home. finances; may concern a 
As is the custom, the groom's father hosted a dinner sound but long-range in- 
proposition. party the evening before the wedding. But being 
m,.famfliar with Milwaukee reetaurants, he asked us to ~ ) J ~  
make the dinner reserva~ons for him, so we selected a (July 24 to Aug. 
famous German restaurant. When the cheek was Get Important matters out 
presented to the host, we were emborr•ssed to find that o~ the way by noon, l~pouible. 
the ~.'altress had added a $25 "tip" for herself. When we Certain planetary restrictions 
questioned the practice, ehe sal.d it was customary for in the p.m. could bring about 
parties of more than 10 peop~, delays, unexpected in- 
Itwas a very awkward situation for all of us, end we felt ~v~p Uons. I~  
especially embarrassed because we had made t h e  
reservation. 
Have you (or anyone lse) ever heard of such a custom? (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) % Prsoantions and prudence 
• BRIDE'S PARENTS must be yourlkeyw0rds noW. 
DEAR PARENTS: Somedubs, hotels and restaurants Be especially careful in 
routinely add "~ratultles" to the bm for sprdal services business transactions, ex- 
(group dinners, etc.). Butwhen awaitress pecified her ti.p perimontation and I~solml 
on her own, I would ask for the managemem-s relatioimhiim. 
conffurma'don - -ud  sehnelll LIBRA 
(sept. 24 to oct. =)-_.~-- - 
DEAR ABBY: I am married and the mother of six. My Stellar inflt~nces exce]le~tl 
problem ie doge-seven, of them! I .like dog.s, but not If proJecta seem to have been 
e l~O~h. to  le t . seven.o |  =era  live m r~e same house with gobtsawryreeentltym~=n~iw'stbe 
me. I cen't get my husband.~!lpist ~them,outidde; ,~.;(~":';; tt~atotryasain..-~siFa, t~  
I can't keep ~l~y:.floora elean;:=nod¢ompany~will not come Jltdqn~onulty stimn]ated.~.~-~:: 
to my house because the dog odore are so etroug. S~X}RPIO ~,~C,  
Abby, those doge even get upon my .beds.. I .am just (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 
about nute from those do@, but  my nueoana won t New opportunitie~ indicated 
cooperate., in many fields --  but 
• espedally where monetary What  'should I do? DOG PROBLEM interests are concerned. A 
DEAR PROBLEM: You have • HUSBAND problem-- splendid time for con- 
not • DOG problem. Eve• a dbty dog deserves a de.cent selidatln~ your l~a/tlon ilt thls 
place to llve, whether it's laslde or out, but seven aoge respect. 
sounds like alx too many to me. Set •p a howll SAGITTARIUS ~I~ 
•, (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21i 
CONFIDENTIAL TO L. S. IN BREN~OOD. I don't Don't discuss financial 0r 
law Whether they don~ want to quit rooking or can't, domestic problems with 
but three people whosa ~moking hothera me ~e mo~.. are frlmds or auodate¢ Some 
Johnny Carson, Jerry ]L~wk ud ,  somm~y Da.vm ,Jr., wny r. ultualionsarebestkept"Jntbe 
\Beceuse  they are among the meet alented ense~uuners el family" -- espectally now. I q 
\our  time. I would like to see them around for a tong, tong CAPRICORN t~ '~ 
time-and smoking reduces their chances. (Dec, 22 to Jan. 20) Yd ~C~'I£, 
E yon put off wHt/n~ letters because you don't know Indifference could spoil 
wh-t to lay, let Abby'e booklet. "How to WHto Let,ore what should otherwise ,be a 
For AU O~di , "  8end 01 und • Ions, ateml~l I~  centol good day. Good opportunities 
anvelel~ to Al~y: I~  Laaky DHve, Beverly Hills, CalU. available, but you'll have to 
. . . . .  ~eek them out. They won't be 
AQUARIUS 
(Jan, 21 to Feb. 19) 
With your keenness for 
Cloth ing  Care Requ i res  Know-How 
You can learn someth ing by  using the wrdng method.  
about  remov ing  stains on  For  example,  some in~ can 
• c lothes f rom pro feu iona l  be removed wi th  water,  but  
cleaners. Removing stslm ia water astuslly sets some 
a science for them, and they ball-point pen ink. When 
call on. special techniques fou are unsure what 
and equipment to deal with Ill I I ' 
different types of stains.. i t  i I l l i c i t  
You can apply some of their I I It ~ T ~  I~ 
techniquas to remove stains 
from your clothes at home. 
Profemional cleaners still 
base their cleaning, pro- 
cedures on whether a stain 
. will dissolve in a dryclean- 
lag. fluid or in water end 
detergent. 
The International Fabricare 
In;t ltute (IFI), an a~oci- method to use have a pro- 
salon of about 10,000 pro- fsuional cleaner emove the 
fesalonal dryeleaners and stain. 
; launderers, r~cummc,.~' The home method works 
two different spot.removlng best on iabs'Ic that isn't 
agents for the two different fragile or highly sized. Satins, 
.types of stains when you try furs, suede and vinyl all 
removing spots from clothes require profeulonal ears. 
at home. Check care labels. Although 
8oap and water is best for labels don't give spot re- 
ahdns that dissolve in water, moval information, they can 
including stains from most 
foods and drinks, grass, cleaning fluid on clothing 
udne and washable inks. labeled "Do Not Drydean." 
Cleaning fluids and pew- Be careful about using water 
ders work best on oily, on clothes labeled "Dry- 
greasy or Waxy stains-- clean Only." 
including makeup, bal l -  Whether you attempt o 
point pen ink and printing remove the stain yourself or 
inks, carbon paper, cooking entrust he job to a profes- 
oil and grease, candle wax, donal cleaner, act quickly. 
crayons and salad oil. Both Stains are harder to remove 
liquid and powdered spot the longer they have set. 
removers contain dryolean- Stains take time to remove 
ing solvents. In the pew- though, so be patient and 
dered spot removers, sol- work the stains out slowly 
vents draw the stain from when attempting home 
: the fabde so the powder can cleaning methods. If you 
absorb the stain, have any doubt about the 
If you're not sure whether best way to remove a spot, 
the stain will dissolve in don't take a chance on ruin- 
water or in cleaning fluid, lag your clothing...ask your 
you may damage the fabric professional c eaner. 
the AMAZING.SPIDER.MAN, By Stun Lee and John Romita 
BR~-ATHIN' I:;IOWN r l  :-_ ~=-~ I WORKIN' DN TOT~ A I l l~ l~ H~4~ ~Eir"~a~-~ THINK/  
• 1 iN  
CATFISH 
i 
B.C .  
[  Y'uV, A LoT  ALL) " CLAIv  ; 
,'LL You A I KNoW V~"    ,LL 'I-oNE  / 
~m~ wzzAm) OF m 
i 1 
! 
'i' , . -  , 
DOONESBURY 
[ " z~,~-r . 
/ ~T ,~ 6o0~ ~ 
/ ~wm'l~/~ ~cewn, A 
I1 /N~I~Il l~- F-BtST~/m. 
,: 
~r/7/00T , / / ,41~B/O~V 
/~ ~ 7/~R M~V~amh 
F, NOM2~, OOT//AV~ TO/~ 
~ ~  r / ~  
IN B~.eY <:~VCF./VAN~ 
by Garry Trudeau 
:| 
~y ~r~" ~S~ 7/~ ~; .  
I , 
vll,~ -'1 '~ol; r,'tT 
detecting flaws and your good 
humor, you can solve prao- -:-.- / -  ~ i ,  . - ' . .~- ,~  ~o~ ~vp~ "| 
- " -  -  -arn extra PISCES lu rz~'  
P lanetary  inf luences an- I 
and new vonturm. Your innate 
carrier 
be ~, l l y  kl~n now. 
I aE T FOR LAUGHS p extremely progressive and 
bhn clmlno ~ ~wFw~ V~ v~ e people. Your  personsUty  There's a girl r,,c,lhMI ran wh. .T~,,(mtr,..I.aK'm ' .X  . .YOUR EYE ONTHE BALL.~ 
iS t~y  out~okg and your  w, s s , d re ,,h behind thP , /u ,  my ~; v were wz:cning me ~ . . . .  c= ,a=A= t 
gof l lpos l l l l t ,  vcq 'ygun i ,  qht ' l l l ,  rllrrl.lltylmllgll¢lll'~w,l~ingur, l 'motl~g ~ | ~.~-~--~'%AS OU]  I ' ' 
buoya~-~y i l l  co~ta~owl .  You  hqllls. I I ' l ' lhl ,  onh' Ihllo I it  .11 Ihi, ,q,=' "1 w.nlh,r wn¢: mira, j~ .~ ' "n~m~'~ _~. . . I  I 
7 GAN ' 
alth0ughhave greatyouPddeeanandlndlugedl~nltY,ln h,,r I ,. ,,.,,,,.,I t,.,,,,i.,r. ",, w.. ,I., ,.,l,,~," I~ :  ~ : ~ . ~ . ~  
e~rM~ea i f  o I~l ~ Yo lw Nothi.ii i., ,r,,v,.. v,,ur i riv g Over ,, d , I,,.v:"Y..know, I~i~'=llF-'~ ~ E:./'~'/// ~ 
talouts are many and your al'ilil.tlikel"'i"gf"lh'w"dh.""l"'lic" Iw ,  Idn'l.ayanythmg.d..,thrr ~ ~t ) '~'~/.~.~..' ]~ 
cilr. ' unlrs"hwalg'~)dand,"lhlmy ..~ i ~1 ~ ~.,~]~/ / l l  
• . I\,t f q-.k loudetsldp are outstanding. 
You love beauty, too. and if ^ ri,,d ,,.tats' ug,'.' wu. ,4,,,, 'g .""1 ~l 1 '1 " '~U'~":  
a tm'r), t t r}  t~',,ll d,,~t'h, . 'd  f,'~ Lb. ' . .~ :  . :~.. "~".~.~.%. ' , , ,  ' r 
yOUvocation,do nOtmaytaketakeUP onartoneU era r, ,,,,l"h ,i 1. Newt ith,, wing ,h . u ,. 'u~, r..,.,pc.lh-u ,,'a' ,~ ' ,. -.,~.~ ,, ~w~.  , 
live you clues. Don't. use the other  av0cat ionn~.  You  If., .gt.td. "w,. lava, ¢h¢ ms.tt'r I 
l . ,drt .mi ,  lmth ,tll,l all'it." Tht' ~,mtan A man wits niitified by hi~ 
bavea  Uve ly  l lnagb~i t~n ~ iolti,rr.litt,il. "()il, .liil ,h.. what? '° psyt'hiatrisl: " i f  Vl,U d.n't  pay 
y.ur I:ill. rm goin'g to Irt you go 
rrlwy,'" 
anything you undertake has a 
touch of orishudlty. Blrthdato T,,,.r,.',,,,. w... ,i,.r *he 
Hd'lbr,',i ii . , , ' , , r lo  ,,r/~lll|l llld Wi~ of: David Crockett, American r.~l.d I .  I I .  h..l,illd A. hv hv l~e tr, m|d~ v.hh lWillg tolerant h 
frontiersman; Mae West, ,h . , l ,h 'd . ,  tsllh . I t .  ,:Ti Ii;I lhal l.~,ple think )'oil &in'l 
stage and screen star; . .rgr.,,v l~d,h, h,, grahh.d at . .ndrrshmdlhrpr,,hlrm 
I wl,or Ul rr%lltK hV gild illl|lhlrq'd. 
Manreen O'llura, film star. ..,,.,,, ,,,. ',,, ;,,,. r,,, ,,~i ." 
' @1978 King FelturesSyndkate, Inc. ".%rrv..,:., .'d tl.' ,l,.1.r. '1'~ il. 
, , ~*.~ lid,h,. '° .OZ,! i 
' S I1'1111 ~:,ltlr ',lWltliltll iii I .ur im II 
lu.'kyar, u;~, yo.r frhq.h, will hl.W 
I11 ' k I I1' l ,rHiIt .41111 rift,: ~l . . . i l iv¢ 
hl l rosl . ' l t  t1% hllll I'.l.vhll - -  111111 
br.kc. 
TI.',,' ~t,r,, I,,~, ,'rv~lal ball 
~,ll.~l'r~ ,~h. '.',l.rl, Illlllmllll~lJ ill Ihl,~l 
.i,,~id. hmm, h~ . hllrril'lii.' ~ilh 
Ior l~.[ - - t  ,.'.11,'1'~ 'rll~hilll~ ill rrlllll i1.' 
~lql. ~ *,fl L II11,, lqll | II ', |h i  
- I '1 "  ll'lllllll]~ Ii11' o| l i ft '  IIIIl' ill 
I ' I I I I  " 
L 
__J 
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Autumn in the Rockies 
By Dale Callingham 
Splendor knows no season 
in the Canadian Rockies. 
Winter, spring, summer, fall 
- they all have their own 
charm, offering scenery and 
activities. 
Autumn in the Rockies is 
part icu lar ly  enjoyable.  
Summer crowds have gone 
back to the cities leaving 
behind a peaceful and 
beautiful land. Crisp 
greenery turns a soft, 
shimmering gold in the 
lower mountain regions, and 
wildlife comes into view 
td0te.i~/ *ft~qu~htly: "*" Tht 
chancas d spotting deer, elk 
or black bears are excellent. 
In Waterton Lakes 
National Park, in southern 
Alberta, the mountains glow 
For Macleod is a treasury of your own lunch, at one of the what hiking is really all 
historical material including many picnic tables. H you're about. 
the Macleod Hotel house not hungry, just feast on the 
rules from September 1, beautiful panorama and Although the Rockies 
1882:  "All guests are fresh air. This is great cannot boast he scarlet and 
requested to rise at 6 a.m. picture-tsking eountry and, gold fall foliage of Canada's 
This is imperative as the because it's off-snason, you central and eastern 
sheets are needed for table- needn't worry about un- provinces, they do have their 
cloths"...."Aesaults on the wantod subjoctedartinginto own color. Cold, clear, 
eoukare strictly prohibited" your viewfinder, turquoise lakes and rivers 
and..."Boarders who get Tbe cablecars operate sparkle through gold valley 
killed will not be allowed to through September ,  larch, and soaring, white, 
remain in the house", although they may clooe for snow-capped mountain 
Further north, in the heart theday if the weather is bad. peaks halo rustling 
of the Canadian Rockies, is A drive north along the evergreens. The clash of 
Banff, Canada's oldest stuuningly.bcautiful Icefield green pines and gold larch 
national park, now con- Parkway to Jasper will take andaspen, carpeted with red 
sisUftRof2,564't~quate mil s, you through the famous undergrowth and shrubbery, 
Banff National Park is an Columbia Icefleld. Along the makes Rocky fall foliage 
open invitation to hikers, way you'll see the enormous distinctively beautiful. 
horseback r iders,  Athabasca Glacier, first Camping is another 
photographers,  art is ts  discovered by wilderness natural for the falI. Youhave 
campers and nature lovers explorers in 1898 and now a wider ehoiee of campsites 
red, purple and gold due to in general. If you're a little one of the moot studied due to the absence of sum- 
ore deposits, and crystal- more sedentary, enjoy the glaciers in the world, mainly mer crowds and that quiet 
clear waterfalls and lakes view from your car or try the because of its accessibility, solitude very camper looks 
sparkle in the landscape, gondola lift up Sulphur Signs warn tourists to stay for is right outside your tent 
Forachangeofscenefrom Mountain which operates off the ice unless registered flap, to say nothing of the 
all this natural beauty, there until November 6 this year. at one of the self.registration exquisite scenery. Have you 
are nearby attractions. At Or, you can glide up Mount stations or with a park ever noticed how much 
LethbHdge, there is Nikka Nerqnay on a cablecar or warden. However,' you can better coffee and fried eggs 
Yuko, one of the largest open chair. Just about a get onto the ice cheaply and taste on a crisp, quiet fall 
Japanese gardens in North metre above the ground, the safely by taking a morning just before an in- 
America, andFort Wheopup 998 metre long (3,240-foot) snowmobile tour, a concept vigoratingwalk throught the 
which is a replica, as the cablecar lift rises a vertical unique to Canada. woods? 
name might suggest, of a distance of more than 396 m The glacier is eight km The colorful scenery of the 
major whbkey-trnding fort (1,300 feet), and brings you long (five miles) and one km Rockies of today reflects an 
of the 1870's. safely and comfortably to (.75 miles) wide. The equally colorful past, 
Thereis also Fort Macleod the 2,135 m (7,000-foet) level snowmobiles take visitors to displayed and explained for 
which marks the end of the in only seven minutes its mid-point whore they can you at 'numerous ites and 
westward trek of the North At the top you can lunch at get out briefly, take pictures museums. 
West Mounted Poliee in 1884. ' the Cllflhouse or, lfyouheing (even down dangerous mill- Plaques and cairns are 
wells where meltwater sprinkled throughout he 
• swir ls  down shafts to the Rockies explaining the Tossed tarts .lust daptha of the iee) and absorb signlfieance ofspecific spots .
the majesty of the icefalis and of course, these are 
and mountains, visible year-round. 
• • The eightenn 10.seater The signs pointing out the one small  pitfall snswmobilesanda28-scater, Frank Slide dtsaster of lg03 
as well as a bus converted to is perhaps the saddest 
TORONTO (CP) --  The Hnslem. a tracked vehicle, run every commemoration. At 4:10 
story goes that one woman JUDGE FOOD SECTIONSn day until mid-September no a.m., while the town of 
who entered the baking m me ceoKmg and naxmg matter what the weather Frank slept, 90 million tons  
contest held about 15 years sections, magazine food condition, of rock thundered down over 
ago at the Canadian National editors and home economists Another popular fall ac- the valley, destroying part of 
Exhibition was so irate whan from large Canadi.an fo.od tivity in the Rockies is the town, elaiming 70 lives, 
her butter tarts didn't win a companies will junge me hiking, short trips for the and burying an entire mine 
vrize that she tossed them at competition Aug. 29. novice and longer back- plant and railway, all within 
the judges The CNE has attracted as packing treks for the more 100 seconds. 
That's just one of the bits many as 5,0~.. c r~t  entri~in experienced. There are 'also numerous 
of nostalgia told by Peggy a year anannast year nao Picture yourself hiking up museums in the Rockies, 
Haslem, contesteo-ordinatur 2,300. a mountain trail with a mootofwhichareopenintho 
for the CNE women'f The food entries now are cooling breeze at your hack, fall and many of which are 
division which continues to judged and sent home with while carpets of pine rustle free. • 
draw hundreds of entries their owners on me same below you and sheltered 
each year from Canadians .~. y..At one time, they were lakes glisten. The list of fail activities in 
with a taleiit for creating mspnayanmgmsscas~even Everything, save the the Canadian Rockies is 
handicrafts, though it was August ana breeze through the trees and almost endless. The best 
The handicraft and baking there was no refrigeration, perhaps a foraging squirrel, thing to do is go and see for 
exhibits are displayed innthe Prize money is nominal is quiet, and all you have to yourself. The quiet majes!,y 
' et c 1 lv,n and It hardly has changed do is breathe that cool of the autumn Rockies won t 
exhibition s B t '; ," i. g " rlzes were Building This year--the since 1905 ~vncn p mo'untain air to know this is disannoint you. 
CNE's centeanial--the staff $2 and $5. By the 1940s 
of the women's division has awards were $6 and this year 
been hard at work to there are a few $20 and $25 
recreate some of the past prizes in the handicraft 
glories, categories, but moot range 
For instance, there is an from $6 to $10. 
85.year-old quilt which won Also to mark the cen- 
the top award at the CNE in tenniai there will be 12 
1914. It was hand-quiltnd by centennial rooms to show 
the late Mrs Hannah hew Canadians decorated 
Moecrop of Toronto. Her their homes from 1870 to 
daughter-in-law offered it to 
this year's exhibit and it 
hangs alongside two of this 
year's award-winners. 
Entries have come in from 
the United States and 
Scotland, Mrs. Haslem said 
in an interview prio~ to the 
opening, "and a surprising 
number of men have won 
prizes in needlepoint his 
year." 
Judges in all the 
categories are hand.picked 
for their expertise in a 
particular field, said Mrs, 
1978. 
There also are 15 con- 
temporary rooms on display 
shewing the latest design, 
furnishings and accessories 
all of which are available to 
Canadian consumers.. 
Also to celebrate the 
centennial, the women's 
division is holding a fashion 
showcase covering 100 years 
of fashion for childrennand 
women. 
The CNE opens today and 
runs until Sept. 4 at 
Exhibition Place. n 
,i , i " , 
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10 asm, to 6 p,m, 
I I 
Jean Cannem Tic Tac 
Show Dough 
Definition Love of 
Can't Life.News 
| g :00 America SP~ame Kareen's VYoung & I 
: 15 Alive Strut Yoga the Restless 
:30 Con t Con t It's Your Search for 
I I n ,  :45 Con't Con't Move Tomorrow i 
I ~ ~1~ .00 Hollywood I Dream Noon . Eyewitness 
- -N  15 Squares of Jeannle News News i 
AF"  : 30 Days Ryon's Movie AS 
I I ~ :45 of Hope Moll,nee the 
I .00 Our ' . CBC News i '",--Money to World 
115 Lives Bob ! Burn'. Turns 
:30 The McLean Mildred Natwlck Guiding 
l I : 45 Doctors Show E.G. Marshall Light 
~1~ .00 Another Hollywood . Another Can't 
- ,~  15 World Squares World Can't 
f :30 Con't : Edge of Con't All in 
:45 Can't Night Can't the Family 
a l l  .00 Movie High The Dinahl 
• ~ 115 'The Legend Hopes Alan Can't 
1 :30 of Amaluk' 30 From I Hamel ~)n't 
~1~ : 45 Narrated by Winnipeg I Show ¢:on't • 
JB  :00 Lorne Greene" Canadian [ The Lucy ~ Sesame 
~1~ : 15 Opec I Show " I Street 
Irdk :~ Teenls I Emergency I Con't 
:'~ ~ont'd I Con't ! Con't - - -  
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